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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to examine a potential relationship between gender-bending 
online and Need for Achievement (nAch) in goal-orientated (World ofWarcraft) and 
none goal-orientated environments {Second Life). Gender-bending has existed online 
since the creation of MUDs (Multi-user Dungeons) and chat-rooms (Donath, 1998). 

There were two stages to this study. Firstly, participants took part in informal 
interviews (n-6) to accumulate rich data involving their motivations behind gender
bending. Secondly, participants (n =253) responded to an online questionnaire to find 
out their motivations behind why they gender-bend, and to find out their level of Need 

for Achievement. 

Findings show women in a goal-orientated virtual environment with high nAch are 
more likely to gender-bend then women with lower nAch. Findings also showed that 
that men who gender-bend have lower nAch than men who do not gender-bend in a 

goal orientated environment. There was no difference in nAch scores between 
individuals who do and who do not gender-bend in a non-goal orientated 

environment. Findings implicate that reasons for gender-bending differ between 
environments types, additional research is warranted into investigating and 

discovering further motivators for this behaviour. 
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1. Introduction 
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The internet provides many opportunities for people to be secretive and act 

anonymously. (Di Marco, 2003) As research shows, many internet users are utilising 

this opportunity to explore aspects of their identities onhne (DiMarco, 2003). Turkle 

(1995) described online interaction spaces as places where an individual could take on 

multiple identities in ways never before possible and as a result this has brought 

changes to the conventional notions of identity itself. 

Gender online is one of the components of an individuals identity which becomes 

malleable once a user logs on to the internet. Research has been conducted 

investigating the area of gender and identity online and in relation to online gaming. 

Gender-bending (i.e the changing of ones real-life gender to a different gender online) 

is common in online gan1ing, and the motivations for this behaviour in online gaming 

tend to be different then in standard online chat rooms (Suler, 2004). 

This study is an investigation into need for achievement online, exploring differences 

between genders when creating and operating avatars in goal orientated and non-goal 

orientated virtual environments. 

" ... the beauty (and misfortlme) of the Internet is that it offers the opportunity for 

users to experiment with their identity.'' (Sul er, 2004, p. 1) 
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1.1 Virtual Environments and Worlds 

According to Bartle, a world is an environment which inhabitants consider to be self 

contained. He defines 'virtual' as: "That which isn't, having the fom1 or effect that 

which is." (2003, p. 1) A virtual world is where the imaginary meets the tangible. 

A virtual world is created and implemented by a network of computers, which then 

simulates an environment. Most entities in an environment are controlled by human 

players, however, there are also artificially intelligent entities that are created by the 

virtual world, and are not controlled directly by any human. The environment 

continues to grow and exist independently, as long as user-controlled entities still 

interact with one another and the environment. 

The first virtual worlds were text-based, and known as MUDs (Multi-User Domains), 

these were environments where multiple users interact with one another to achieve 

stmctured goals (Yee, 2006a). The environments relied solely on user's ability to 

textually describe distinctly the environment they existed in. Without the users the 

environments simply did not exist. As technology developed, so did the virtual 

environments. They were created with graphical frontend and wete accessible to 

everyone with an internet connection, and now came under the title of Massively 

Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Grune (MMORPG). 

Persistent virtual worlds were created as high speed internet connections and huge 

improvements in hardware and software were made available to the public. A 

persistent world is a world that exists independent of the users. In standard personal 

computer games and local (LAN) network games, the world only starts to exists, and 

ceases to exist, when the game is started and ended by the user. The world is then 

dependent on the user "activating" it. In an MMORPG, the world exists before the 

user logs on, and continues to exist when the user logs off. Events and interactions 

occur in the world even when the user is not logged on. The terrain and inhabitants 

are vast and varied; this is to accommodate the large number of users who 

consistently log-on day aft.er day (Yee, 2005). 

Users are now able to become visually immersed in their virtual environment (Yee, 

2006a). In the massively-multiplayer online role-playing games, millions of users 
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spend on average 22 hours a week interacting with each other through avatars 

(G1iffiths, Davies, & Chappel, 2003; Yee, 2006a; Yee, 2006b ). Two very popular 

online virtual worlds are World of W arcra:ft and Second Life. These virtual 

environments will now be discussed. 

1.2 World of Warcraft 

"Through role-playing it is possible to test out new frontiers and new roles. As a 

player of games, I have the leisure and luxury to explore what it is like to be 

something totally other." (Mortensen, 2007, p. 305) 

World of Warcra:ft (WoW) is a Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game 

(MMORPG), created by Blizzard Entertainment in 2004. It has over 10.9 million 

monthly subscribers, it is currently the worlds largest MMORPG (Blizzard, 2008). 

WoW was developed from a trilogy of non-online computer games, Warcra:ft 1, 2 and 

3. World of Warcra:ft the MMORPG was released in 2004 to celebrate 10 years of the 

Warcraft franchise, and sold out within hours of it being released (Blizzard, 2008). As 

it was believed that there was no place for WoW in the gaming market, the massive 

success that WoW made shocked many critics and the general public in the United 

States. It showed that there was a significant niche in the market which Wo W 

managed to fill (Blizzard, 2008). 

WoW is an online real-time strategy game, in which users create their own avatar, and 

they use their character to interact with environment and other avatars in the 3D 

virtual world. Currently the ultimate level is 80, but as the game receives more add

ons and upgrades by the developers, the ultimate level can increase. Reaching the top 

level can take months and many hours of game play to reach. Game play involves 

users interacting in the game environment with their own avatar, completing missions, 

tasks and goals in-game. They get involved in combat with other avatars, also 

creatures and entities that are part of the environment. Users join Guilds in order to 

interact with other players - receive help, gifts and knowledge of where to take and 

how to develop their character. Users can also learn skills and further their character 

just by playing in-game without any interaction with other players, but by completing 

certain tasks on their own. 
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When logging in to the game initially, users have to initially choose which race they 

want their avatar to be. The races in WoW include night elf, dwarf, gnome, human, 

troll, ore, tauren, and undead. Users also have to choose what class they want their 

avatar to be, classes include druid, priest, warrior, rogue, mage, hunter, paladin, 

shaman, and warlock. Each class leads to a different style of play- for example, the 

priest is physically weak and isn't a suitable class to take part in hand-to-hand 

combat, but able to cast spells and heal fellow players. The warrior can become 

heavily involved in hand-to-hand contact with powerful monsters, keeping them at 

bay as other players struggle to defeat them. The variations in classes and races 

encourage collaboration and interaction between the players. 

Users are also given the choice whether they want to make their character male or 

female. The game is programmed so that there is no game-play disadvantage or 

advantage to choosing either gender; male avatars are not stronger then female avatars 

in-game. The decision for choosing the gender of the avatar is based solely on the 

users choice. Users make a conscious decision whether to make their character's 

gender the same as their own, or if they wish to portray their character as the opposite 

gender. Users then have to choose body colours, hair style, etc. The users avatar 

becomes the singular way that they can interact with the virtual environment. 

With the active users reaching 10.9 million, accurate demographics can be difficult to 

come by, however Yee (2005) found that the average age of a Wo W player was 28.3 

years, he also found 84% of players were male, with 16% of players identifying as 

female. Female players tended to be older (32.5 years) then male players (28 years), 

the average time spent online was 22. 7 hours per week. The average time spent 

playing online did not differ between genders. 

World of W arcraft is a goal-orientated environment, with goals defined by the in

game story, the in-game levelling process and by collaborating on 'raids' with other 

players (Bainbridge, 2007). Individuals who play Wo W achieve points, weapons, and 

increase levels by continually playing the game, Win and Chiou (2006) cited this 

goal-based reward process of an MMORPG, as part of addictive qualities of an 

MMORPG. The goal-orientation mean that individuals who play WoW are playing to 

achieve something in the game, there is a purpose to their interactions and actions, 

rewards received as a result encourage further game play. 
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1. 3 Second Life 

Second Life (SL) is an Internet-based virtual world launched in 2003, developed by 

Linden Research, Inc, which came to international attention via mainstream news 

media in late 2006 and early 2007. According to Second Life: The Official Guide 

Second Life is a virtual world, which changes much faster then the real world, and is 

"evolution squared" (Rymaszewski et a., 2008, p. viii). It was created to represent the 

real world, and instead of the real world being limited by physics, in Second Life, 

there are no limits, only what exists "inside the mind" (2008, p. viii). 

Second Life game-play involves users creating their own avatar and then interacting 

with other user-created avatars and environments on various different in-game 

resident-created 'islands'. Everything in Second Life has been created by users. The 

Virtual Environment game-play is not driven by any overall goals, merely interaction 

with other users, and with the environment itself. Avatars in Second Life can 

purchase islands and inhabit them by creating houses, furniture, pets, and some even 

have jobs and earn wages. 

Second Life virtual environment is being studied in this research because users have 

the freedom create and design their own avatars. They choose everything from their 

clothes and hair colour, to their gender. Users make a conscious choice whether to 

choose to portray themselves as male or female. Blog posts suggest that gender

bending, and sexual orientation exploration is quite common in areas of Second Life: 

"There is absolutely no need for me to disclose my RL gender and sexual identity ... 

No-one has ever suspected my RL gender. My principle is not to talk about RL in 

SL." (Anon Blog comment in Miles, 2007) 

When creating an account in SL, the first thing a user must do is choose a name, and 

then choose the gender of their avatar. Users can also gender-bend in-game, they can 

purchase human 'skins' which they can then clothe themselves with. So while their 

in-game gender may be female, they can wear a male 'skin' and appear to be male. As 

easily as they can take on this persona, they can then remove it. Gender is fluid and 

flexible in Second Life and this is part of its attractiveness to users, the ease of ability 

to change identity with a few mouse clicks. Users communicate via typed chat and 
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pre-programmed graphical animations. More elaborate animations allow more 

complex behaviours, such as dancing. Users interact with objects via a graphical user 

interface that is largely mouse-driven. 

Second Life differs from MMORPGs like Word of Warcraft, as the Second Life 

environment is mainly driven by social interaction between the residents. MMORPGs 

like WoW have a goal orientated environment, i.e there is something (i.e Prizes, 

Experience Points, Levels, Loot) to achieve, or to win, by continually playing the 

game. The ultimate goal in WoW is for players to achieve level 80, which is the top, 

ultimate level that one can achieve. At present, this is not the case of Second Life 

where the residents do not 'level-up' and receive prizes etc, Second Life is a non-goal 

orientated environment. Bainbridge (2007) has given it a title of "creativity

orientated" environment. This is as result of the main occupation in Second Life for 

residents is to create objects, clothing, houses, structures, apparel for other residents. 

In Second Life, residents exist, interact and create; there is no sense of goal

achievement, and no top prize or level to reach. Interaction between individuals is a 

key feature that makes Second Life a highly populated virtual world. Each users 

graphical representations of themselves, known as Avatars, are the most important 

interactive tool in this environment. 

1.4 Avatars 

An avatar can be defined as ' ... an interactive, social representation of a user' 

(Meadows, 2008, p. 13). An avatar can be a photo, a drawing, or a 3D model, it is the 

users graphical representation of themselves which does not necessarily have to 

correspond to their physical appearance in real life (Meadows, 2008). In a virtual 

environment, the avatar represents how the user wants them to behave, look, what 

they want them to say, and how they want them to act. The avatar chosen and created 

by a user does not necessarily resemble his/her real physical self, although some users 

choose to create a direct visual representation of themselves (Nowak, 2004). 

"Social interaction between online users is what creates avatars, shapes their 

personalities, and gives them a reason to exist." (Meadows, 2008, p. 16) 
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Avatars in World of Warcraft and Second Life are deliberately chosen by the user. 

The user decides on gender and appearance, they make a deliberate decision whether 

or not to portray themselves in a virtual world as their own gender, or as the opposite 

gender. When users have an avatar, the avatar allows them to do and go where they 

want. 

Avatars are much more influential during the perception process when interacting 

with someone in a virtual environment for the first time (Nowak & Ruah, 2005). 

Social cognition theory argues that the users ability to identify anthropomorphic 

characteristics and the ability to be able to categorise objects in the environment as 

humans, animals, or objects, is a basic human cognitive function (Kunda, 1999). 

When users are unable to identify anthropomorphic features, this means that the users 

become less trustful. In a text-based environment where no anthropomorphic features 

are present or viewable, users are more cautious, and only have textual based cues to 

rely on. However, when they are in a virtual environment, like Second Life, and 

World of Warcraft, they are presented with a graphical avatar and have more visual 

cues to decipher gender information from. 

Having information about the identity of those with whom you communicate 1s 

essential for understanding and evaluating an interaction (Donath, 1998), but in 

computer mediated communication (CMC), many of these cues are eliminated or 

attenuated (Carlson & George, 2004). Interpersonal cues in communication are also 

important for determining the truthfulness of the message delivered (Carlson et al., 

2004). To overcome problems with computer mediate communication, avatars are 

commonly used in chat rooms or instant messaging (IM) environments to provide 

visual and social cues (Walther, 1992; Scheidt, 2004). 

Internet users generally recognise that avatars are created in highly idealised format 

(Book, 2004). An individual who creates an avatar that is a strongly significant 

variation from their offline presentation of their body, has the risk of being perceived 

by others as a "fake", or someone who is deliberately attempting to deceive the people 

who are close to them (Book, 2004). 

The importance of an avatar in a virtual world is extremely significant as no 

interaction could occur in graphical environments without a visual representation of a 
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user. According to Book (2004), in social world communities there is an expectation 

that avatars should remain somewhat faithful to their creators' offline appearance. This is 

as a result of the fact that some people take part in a virtual environment specifically to 

initiate friendships and relationships which may, at some point, extend to the offline 

world. Book (2004) also found that as a result of this expectation there is a constant 

tension in social virtual worlds between the requirements to meet standards of 

attractiveness versus the accuracy in portraying offline bodies. The lack of physical cues 

mean that the individual has to place belief in the other individual that what they are 

portraying about their physical look is somewhat related to their physical look in real life. 

1.5 Gender & Identity Online 

In modem Europe and United States an infant's gender is often identified through an 

ultrasound scan or through amniocentesis, and in the case when it is not, it is one of 

the first things to be examined at birth (Shaw & Ardener, 2005). Universally one of 

the first statements made about a newly born baby is questioning the gender. Sex and 

gender continue to be important markers of individual identity throughout an 

individual's life. Individuals when filling out records, applications, census questions 

must identify their gender. Shaw and Ardener (2005) found that it is generally 

assumed that an individual's sex determines gender identity and in turn this 

determines their sexuality. 

Butler (1990) found that gender itself is a cultural product. Individuals perform to 

their gender according to rules defined by the society in which they live. She found 

"[t]hat the gendered body is performative suggests that it has no ontological status 

apart from the various acts which constitute its reality" (Butler, 1990 p.136). 

Therefore gender is then less biological, and much more of a socially determined 

notion that individuals attempt to live to with varying degrees of success and failure. 

Butler's (1990) and Shaw and Ardener's (2005) research shows that gender is an 

important identifying factor in life, and can then be assumed the same is for a virtual 

world. It may also be more important due to the lack of physical interaction. 

Tsang (2000) discovered that online we can reinvent our sexualities, have more than 

one, men can become women, and women can become men. The internet provides a 

"safe" and anonymous environment for these exploratory behaviours to take place. 
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Many of the basic cues about personality, individuality and social role we are 

accustomed to in the physical world are absent. In order to engage in a conversation 

with another individual online, there are certain factors that need to be identified 

before any kind of trust is developed (Nowak and Rauh, 2005). During text-based 

chat rooms, the most commonly request identifying factor is an individuals gender -

in the format of a/s/1 (age, sex, location) (Lim and Larose, 2003). This displays how 

gender is considered one of the most important identifying factors when interacting 

online. 

Computer-mediated communication, as mentioned before, has a lack of physical and 

auditory cues, which makes the gender of online communicators irrelevant or 

invisible (Herring, 2001), allowing women and men to participate equally. This is in 

stark contrast with the traditional patterns of male dominance that can be seen in face

to-face conversations (Danet, 1998; Graddol & Swann, 1989). The internet facilitates 

gender-equality online, and this is perhaps related to the anonymity and invisibility 

that the internet provides. 

The internet provides many chances for increased possibilities of deception as a result 

of the anonymity of the virtual world (Dreyfus, 2001). Some users also use the 

anonymity of the internet to refrain from disclosing information about themselves in 

ways such as infonning and appearing to other users to be a different gender online 

then they are in real life. As Donath (1998) found when users conceal identifying 

infonnation about themselves, it's normally done as a way of omission as opposed to 

con11mss10n. Gender deception is a very popular form of deception in an online 

environment and has been evident and documented since Multi-User Domains 

(MUDs) and text-based chat rooms (Donath, 1998). Disclosing information about 

who one is in real life has been the subject of much internet research, as the 

anonymity of the internet allows for people to fabricate information and omit 

infonnation constantly. 

According to Farber (2006), self-disclosure is both the conscious and unconscious act 

of sh8.1.ing information about ourselves with others (Farber, 2006), it refers to our 

willingness to share that information. There are variations of the conceptual 

definitions of self-disclosure, many researchers would accept that the most important 
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component of self-disclosure is the level of privacy of the information disclosed. 

(Bochner, 1982; Derlega & Berg, 1987). Tidwell and Walther (2002) found that 

individuals ask more personal questions if they anticipate meeting up face-to-face in 

the future. Users who anticipate long-term associations or a long-term commitment 

are expected to engage in more affiliative behaviours and greater self-disclosure than 

those anticipating short-term interaction (Gibbs, Ellison & Heino, 2006). 

1.6 Gender-Bending 

The internet provides a unique environment for the study of the status, display and 

execution of gender. Early expectations that the Internet would become a genderless 

utopia (Haraway, 1991; Plant, 1993) are no longer valid since the importance of 

cultural aspects of gender play a strong and important role in online interactions. The 

rise of online gaming where players can create graphical representations of 

themselves through their on-screen avatars, has further complicated theories about 

gender on the Internet (Kavetsky, 2008). This 'complication' has increased the 

importance of furthering research into the area of exploring gender online. 

Internet users are not formally tied to only play characters online that are consistent to 

their ofiline gender or to create identities that are the exact same as their 'real world' 

personalities (Taylor, 2003). There is strong tradition within MMORPG gaming 

culture to take on characters that are the opposite of how one normally thinks and 

acts. There has been a lot of important work completed which critically appraises 

exactly how much freedom people have in reconstructing and deconstructing 

themselves online. Virtual environments are continuously a place in which users are 

constantly creating and changing into a variety of identities (Taylor, 2003) 

The official definition of a 'gender bender' by the American Heritage Dictionary of the 

English language (2004) is: 

1. One who dresses or acts in an androgynous manner. 

2. Something, such as a theatrical performance or a book, whose portrayal of 

gender roles is non-traditional or androgynous. 
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In online gaming, gender bending applies more to the second definition. Users choose 

to play an avatar or character in an online game whose gender is different from the 

users real life gender. 

For some, taking on an alternate role can serve as a way of releasing themselves from 

offline limitations and conformity of gender, race, and class. For others who occupy a 

more privileged race/gender/class position in real virtual worlds offer an opportunity 

to "try on" a different experience of embodiment (Book, 2004). Suler (2004) believes 

that the intemet's beauty and misfortune is the ability for people to change their 

identity - and to do this one can switch their gender to experiment life as a different 

gender. 

According to Yee (2005) at any one time, over half of the female avatars in World of 

W arcraft are actually being played by men, whereas only 16% of male avatars are 

being played by women. Research has found in some ways that men primarily cross 

gender in order to experiment as part of natural sexual development, to 'play' with 

gender ideas (Carr, 2002, Kennedy, 2002). There are also various biog posts which 

state similar sentiments to the following: 

" .. . if I am going to stare at a butt all game it might as well be a butt I'd like to look 

at." ("lvfike"Blog Comment in Yee, 2005) 

Contrary to other popular research, Hussain and Griffiths (2008) found that women 

tended to gender-bend more than men. Only half of the men in their research sample 

were found to gender-bend, yet nearly two thirds of women had gender-bended. 

Nowak and Rauh (2005) found that avatars with an androgynous look inspired less 

trust due to heightened uncertainty perceived by the individuals who are interacting 

with them. However, avatars which were obviously male and obviously female did 

not inspire less trust due to users having more visual cues about their appearance. 

In Second Life, there are also plenty of blogs and articles written about gender

bending in-game. Meadows (2008) found that during his exploration and 

experimentation of Second Life, men who chose to portray themselves as female in

game, tended to attempt to overly feminise their characters. They would accentuate 

female anatomy, and use 'sluttier' language. O'Brien (1999) interprets this process of 
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''hyper gendering" as an attempt to reduce the uncertainty of online interaction by 

making gender overly apparent. fudividuals who gender bend think that by ''hyper 

gendering" their characters they are coming across more believable as their portrayed 

gender. 

While there are many articles and reviews that discuss the issue and the presence of 

gender-bending in Second Life, there are few peer-reviewed journal articles relating 

to gender-bending in Second Life. There is some research on educational potential to 

medica1/health librarians and educators (Kamel Boulos, Hetherington & ·wheeler, 

2007), and investigations into presence and immersion have also been explored 

(Friedman, Steed & Slater, 2007) as well as investigations into other areas, some 

books have been written about the social interaction in Second Life (Boellstroff, 

2008). There appears to be little research into the reasons why individuals gender

bend Second Life, the popularity of which has been mentioned several times in 

various books and articles (Boellstroff, 2008; Au, 2005). 

Suler (2004) found that men tended to swap their gender more often then females did, 

he hypothesised that men experienced with gender-bending as a result of society 

putting pressure on men not to display feminine characteristics. The internet provides 

a safe place for men to act out their curiosities and exploratory behaviour. When Suler 

examined gaming and gender-bending, he found that m.en explored with gender

bending in a gaming environment like an MUD so they could progress faster in the 

game. Suler's research found that women attract more attention from male characters, 

and as a result, they receive gifts and help throughout the game which enables them to 

progress quicker in a gaming environment (Suler, 2004) - he found that this was 

another reason which explained why some males chose to gender-bend in online 

gaming. 

According to research by Hussain and Griffiths (2008), women gender bend because 

they feel that they are taken more seriously as a male character. So therefore, it is 

hypothesised that women gender bend because they have a need for achievement as 

they feel they will complete the game at a more effective and serious level, or in 

Second Life, that they feel they will have a more pleasant gaming experience. 
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1. 7 Achievement Motivation 

McClelland developed the theory for Need for Achievement in 1969. It was originally 

developed with the work place in mind (Hodson, 2001), but it can be easily adapted 

for many different environments. He concluded that Need for Achievement was a 

basic desire to succeed and to get a task completed. Need for Achievement (nAch) 

refers to an individual's desire for accomplishment, mastering of skills, control, or 

high standards (McClelland, 1965). NAch is related to the difficulty of tasks people 

choose to unde1take. Those with low nAch may choose ve1y easy tasks, in order to 

minimise risk of failure, or highly difficult tasks, such that a failure would not be 

embarrassing. Those with high nAch tend to choose moderately difficult tasks, feeling 

that they are within reach, but challenging enough to feel like they have achieved 

something significant. 

Further literature from this time, describes the theory of achievement motivation as 

attempting to "account for the determinants of the direction, magnitude, and 

persistence of human behavior in activities in which the individual believes his 

performance will be evaluated (by himself or others) against some standard of 

excellence and where the outcome is clearly one of success or failure" (Weinstein, 

1969, p.153). Recently, achievement motivation is described as "an individual's 

tendency to desire and work toward accomplishing challenging personal and 

professional goals" (Byrne, Mueller-Hanson, Cardador, Thornton, Schuler, Frintrup, 

& Fox, 2004, p. 204), and to excel so to impress others (Meijer & Van Den 

Wittenboer, 2004). From this research it is assumed that the main goal operating in 

achievement motivation is the desire to demonstrate high ability in order to feel and 

appear competent to others. 

An example of an experiment by McClelland (1958) was the "ring toss" experiment. 

Participants were asked to throw rings over a peg from any distance they were 

allowed to choose. Most individuals tended to throw at random distances, moving 

closer and then moving further away; but individuals with high need for achievement 

scores seemed more likely to carefully to measure where they were going to get the 

ring on the peg ensuring they were not too close to make the task 1idiculously easy or 

too far away to make it impossible. In the work place, Mc Clelland ( 1965) found that 
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individuals who have high nAch scores tend to get more raises and get promoted more 

often as they are constantly thinking of ways to improve their current work. 

Neumeister (2004) proposed an achievement goal framework which consisted of three 

main points: mastery, performance-avoidance and performance-approach goals. 

Mastery goals focus on developing the competence for being able to master a task, 

and it is thought that a need for achievement motive is what inspires this type of goal 

motivation, as the individuals is guided towards success. Fear of failure chives 

performance-avoidance goals, as the individual focuses on the possibility of failure 

and as a result the goals they adopt allow them to avoid that failure. Performance

approach goals focus on achieving competence in comparison to their peers, they may 

take part in a task to compete against their peers to prove their ability, so this is chiven 

by the underlying need for achievement. Or they strive for success because as this is 

achieved, failed is subsequently avoided, in which case the underlying drive is the 

fear of failure . 

Another characteristic of achievement-motivated people is that they seem to be more 

concerned with personal achievement than with the rewards of success (McClelland, 

1965), the rewards are not as essential as the accomplishment itself. They get more 

satisfaction out of winning or solving a difficult problem than they get from any 

money or praise they receive. McClelland (1965) found that 83% of those with high 

nAch scores achieved high-status posts, compared with 21 % of low scorers. High 

nAch scorers tend to set achievable goals for themselves, master tasks, and achieve 

high satisfaction from successfully completing tasks, they constantly strive for 

improvement and have a strong sense of initiative (Hodson, 2001). 

All of the need for achievement goal motivations signifies high intrinsic motivational 

qualities; gaming is an activity that is driven by an individuals intrinsic motivation 

(Wang, Khoo, Liu & Divaharan, 2008). These same nAch qualities can apply to all 

aspects of online gaming, Wan and Chiou (2006) investigated need for achievement 

as part of the reasons why adolescents become addicted to online gaming. Their 

results found that adolescents who are addicted to online gaming reported need for 

achievement as one of the important factors that encourages them to continuously 

play an MMORPG. As MMORPGs can be very reward-based and goal-orientated, the 

adolescents need for achievement in these environments is high, Wan and Chiou 
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suggest that this may not be the case for these adolescents in real world environment. 

They suggest that the adolescents may actually display very low levels of nAch in a 

real world environment (Wan & Chiou, 2006). 

Suler (2004) found that one of the main motivations for males who gender-bend in 

online gaming were that playing as a female character they would experience a more 

social game as a result. The game became easier, in some cases, as they would receive 

more help and gifts. McClel1and's (1965) research into motivation for achievement 

showed that people who were high scorers on his need for achievement scale (nAch) 

tended to set difficult but achievable goals for themselves, people who scored low on 

nAch scale set easily achievable goals for themselves. Yee (2005) found that male 

players who did gender bend were likely to do so for in-game advantages, and 

females would gender bend to explore the experience of playing as a male character. 

While need for achievement has been studied as a connection to online gaming and 

addiction, it has not been investigated in relation to game play motivations. As Suler's 

(2004) research showed, one of the reasons males are motivated to gender-bend is that 

female avatars receive more help, gifts and aid during the game-play. This help and 

aid results in a more social game, as well as a less challenging game. McClelland's 

research (1965) shows that individuals who set easily achievable goals tend to score 

low in the need for achievement questionnaire. It is suggested that males who gender

bend in a goal-orientated game tend to have a low score of need for achievement. 

Women who gender-bend as males expenence a more difficult game, as Suler's 

research (2004) shows that male avatars have a more solitary game, and receive less 

help and gifts from other players. It is proposed that woman who play as males will 

therefore score higher in the need for achievement scales, as McClelland's research 

finds that people who set difficult, but achievable goals for themselves, have a high 

need for achievement score. 
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2. Research Questions & Hypotheses 
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Suler's research (2004) showed that male avatars in virtual gaming environments 

experience a more challenging game. Female avatars report they regularly receive 

help and gifts from male avatars, and experience a more social game but repeatedly 

being approached and interacted with by other male avatars (Suler, 2004). McClelland 

(1965) found that individuals who set challenging, but achievable goals for 

themselves tend to be high scorers in need for achievement. Therefore it would be 

reasonable to say that women who choose to play as a male avatar are aware they will 

experience a more difficult game, so they will display a higher need for achievement. 

Primary hypothesis states that women who gender-bend in World of Warcraft have 

higher need for achievement than women who do not gender bend in World of 

Warcraft 

Suler's research (2004) found that female avatars in a gaming environment receive 

presents, gifts and help from male avatars, and experience a more social game. As a 

result of the help and gifts female avatars receive, the challenges in the game become 

easier to achieve. McClelland (1965) found that individuals who set easily-achievable 

goals tended to be low nAch scorers. It is suggested that men who score lower on the 

need for achievement scale are more likely to gender-bend then males who score 

higher. 

Secondmy hypothesis states that Men who gender bend in World of Warcraft have 

lower need for achievement than men who do not gender bend in World of Warcraft. 

As Second Life is not a goal-achieving enviromnent, unlike World of Warcraft, it is 

then believed that the reasons for gender-bending are not for competitive reasons. As 

there are no advantages for being a male versus a female avatar, it is suggested that 

there will be no difference in need for achievement scores amongst men and women 

who do and who do not gender-bend. 

Tertiary hypothesis states that there will be no difference in need for achievement 

scores between gender benders and non-gender benders in Second Life. 
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3. Case Study Method Section 
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3.1 Participants 

The participants in this section of the study comprised of six individuals who gender

bend. Three were recruited in Second Life, and three were recruited in World of 

Warcraft. 

Second Life Participants 

"SL l" is a 34-year-old male, ''SL 2" is a 32-year-old male-to-female transsexual, and 

"SL 3" is a 23-year-old female. 

World of Warcraft Participants 

''WoW 1" is an 18-year-old male, "WoW 2" is a 27-year-old male, and "WoW 3" is a 

29-year-old female. 

3.2 Materials 

This study was carried out primarily through instant messaging using the instant 

messaging function in the specific vntual environments. Participants were all 

contacted through this form of communication, and initially gave consent over instant 

messaging to take part in the study, the consent script can be viewed at Appendix A3. 

An informal questionnaire script (Appendix AS) was followed by the researcher over 

instant messaging covering real life demographics, in-game demographics, then their 

motivations for gender-bending, and then achievement-related gaming questions . The 

researcher would conduct the interview by asking participants the questions on the 

script through instant messaging. 

The demographic questions consisted of age, gender, location and length of time their 

particular virtual world of choice was played per day. Questions were then asked 

about their motivations for gender-bending online. Participants were asked to indicate 

whether they acted as the gender of their avatar in-game, or whether they told other 

people their real-life gender. They were asked of their own opinions of why people 

gender-bend overall. 

Then they were asked questions relating to whether or not they felt they achieved 

anything by being that gender that they would not have necessarily achieved had they 
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chosen their real life gender for their avatar. World of Warcraft players were asked 

whether they believe the game was easier when using that avatar, and Second Life 

residents whether they found it easier to progress in game by being their chosen 

gender. 

Pilot Study 

Two participants were recrnited to initially take part in the pilot study. One resident in 

Second Life and one player in World of W arcraft were asked to take part. The 

participants were recmited through a Guild in World of Warcraft and through a group 

in Second Life. The stages of the questionnaire were completed with each participant, 

suggestions were made at each stage and the researcher took these into account by 

making changes. The pilot study was conducted online through instant messaging in 

the Second Life and World of W arcraft environments. 

Changes included rephrasing of certain questions. Second Life residents disagree with 

the terminology such as 'game' and 'players' as the environment is not based around 

an goal achieving game, terms were changed to 'World' and 'Residents' . World of 

Warcraft paiticipant suggested adding in questions about perception of other players 

who gender-bend. 

3.2 Case Study Procedure 

Main Study 

The researcher posted a number of requests to Second Life and World of W arcraft 

forums (Appendix B), the researcher received few responses through this method, and 

on1y two online meetings were scheduled and successfully took place. 

Another method used to recruit participants in the Second Life virtual environment 

included the researcher frequenting highly populated areas, and sending out requests 

(Appendix A2) to speak to people who gender-bend to take part in a short interview. 

This method proved to be more successful then the initial forum-postings. In the 

World of Warcraft virtual environment the researcher posted requests (Appendix Al ) 

through chat 'channels' which would broadcast to all players in a certain region. This 

would yield a high response rate and proved to be very successful in recruiting 

participants for the questionnaire. Initially only males in both Second Life and World 
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of W arcraft responded to the chat requests, so the researcher had to request 

specifically to speak to females in order to gather information from this demographic. 

Once the participants had consented to take part, they were informed of their rights to 

withdraw at any time, and given the necessary contact details of the researcher, should 

they have any further questions. They were informed of their rights not to answer any 

questions which they may feel uncomfortable answering. The researcher delivered 

questions over instant messaging from an informal interview script (Appendix A5) 

which contained the questions which were to be asked, but were asked in no particular 

order. The participant was asked demographic questions last, and gender-bending 

related questions first. 

Most pa1ticipants responded to the interview in an open manner. These open 

responses often lead to further questioning topics that may not have been included on 

the informal questioning script. These topics lead to further data that the researcher 

has included in the results. When the interview was over, the participant was 

debriefed (Appendix A4) and thanked. Consideration was taken into ensuring nothing 

unethical or potentially psychologically damaging was occurring throughout the 

interviews. 

Ethical Considerations 

At no stage of the recruiting and questioning stage were the participants deceived in 

any way. The researcher had no false pretences and fully informed the participants of 

the main research aim. 

AB some individuals did not feel comfortable in people knowing that they were 

playing a gender different to their real life gender, they were assured of anonymity. 

Before the interview began with the participants they were provided with a sho1i brief 

which outlined the background of the researcher, the research aims and a short ethical 

form, informing the participants of their rights and their anonymity. Online-names 

were deleted from the responses and they were provided with numbers instead. 
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4. Case Study Results 
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4.1 Demographic characteristics 

"Second Life l" is a 34 year old male in real life that is from East Coast USA and 

plays Second Life approximately 6 hours a day, he has a part-time job, but did not 

specify in what area. He is bi-sexual. 

"Second Life 2" is a 32 year old male-to-female transsexual. He is currently pre

operation, and has separated from his wife. He has one child. He worked in the 

information technology related services, but did not want to specify which particular 

service. He had joined Second Life about 3 years ago and had been an active member 

smce. 

"Second Life 3" is a 23 year old female. She is in the last year of an English literature 

degree course based in the UK. Her sexual orientation is homosexual, she is currently 

single, and has been a resident in Second Life for 2 years. She lives away from home, 

and spends a lot of her free time online in Second Life. 

"W o W 1" is an 18 year old male from the Netherlands. His sexual orientation is 

heterosexual. He plays World of Warcraft for 3-5 hours a day, and has played for 2 

years. He is single, and in the first year of his Information Technology college course. 

"WoW 2" is a 27 year old male from the UK. His sexual orientation in real life is 

heterosexual, but he says he is a little 'bi-sexual' online. He plays for 1-2 hours a day 

when he returns home from work. He works in a financial related profession and is 

single. 

"WoW 3" is a 29 year old female from Serbia. She is heterosexual, and plays World 

of Warcraft for 3-10 hours a day. "WoW 3" was reluctant to provide the researcher 

with any further personal information. 
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4.2 Motivations for Gender-bending & Achievement 

4.2.1 Second Life Case Studies 

SL 1 

"SL l" stated that he found female avatars 'easier' and more attractive to operate. He 

also enjoyed the process of 'putting an avatar' together, and felt that with a woman he 

had more choices of dress, style, visual appearance. He said he was bi-sexual and that 

his sexuality may have had an influence over his choice to gender-bend in Second 

Life. He felt that designing male avatars was limited, and that women had more 

choices, he also enjoyed the male attention from being a woman in Second Life. 

In real life he often dressed as a woman in the privacy of his own home, but he was 

too apprehensive about going out in public dressed in women's clothing. While in 

Second Life, he was in a safe environment to act out his fantasies while dressed as a 

woman. He found that the game was more sociable as a result of being a female. Male 

avatars constantly approached him and flirted with him when he was a female avatar. 

Other then getting more attention, there were no achievements that were gained which 

enabled him to achieve any in-game goals. 

SL2 

"SL 2" was a pre-operation male-to-female transsexual. She used Second Life to be 

able to see on the screen what she wanted to be in real life. It gave her a huge amount 

of confidence to be able to be in a virtual world what she wanted to be in real life. She 

was able to see what it felt like to be a woman, even if it was in a virtual environment. 

It helped her accept who she wanted to be and explore with no risk. 

Before joining and becoming an active member of Second Life, she had not expressed 

her feelings that she felt she was a different gender then her physical gender. When 

she took part in Second Life and chose a female avatar, she felt that what she saw on 

screen was natural for her. Second Life inspired her to proceed with the treatments 

and operations which would enable her to change her physical gender. 

Her only achievement which she gained from being a female avatar was personal, and 

said there were no in-game achievements as a result of being that particular gender. 
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Second Life virtual world had helped her accept who she was and gave heT many 

resources which she could turn to, including transgender groups. 

SL3 

"SL 3" wanted to have a male avatar to give her more confidence in chatting to 

women in the virtual environment. She is homosexual in real life, but felt she was too 

shy to speak and find other homosexual women. She felt that as a male, she was at 

little risk from rejection from other woman, and also felt that she would not suffer 

negative reactions towards her real-life sexuality. 

She did not want to have a female avatar and frequent places for homosexual women 

as her experience of this was not a positive one. She said that women she spoke to 

turned out to be men, or were only in those areas for pornographic reasons. She liked 

the bravado she felt from having a male avatar and never hesitated to speak to a 

female avatar that she was interested in. She felt she was at less chance of prejudice 

and rejection as a male avatar. 

She said that there were no real ' advantages' in game which allowed her to develop 

her avatar more, and that the game was actually more difficult as a result. If she 

wanted to speak to anyone, she would have to initiate interactions the maj01ity of the 

time, but this challenge only encouraged her, rather then discouraged her. 

4.2.2 World ofWarcraft Case Studies 

WoWl 

"WoW l"found that his reasons for being a female character was because visually the 

race of character he chose was more attractive and 'played better' as a female. The 

female character visually looked more 'gentle' than the male character. When asked 

why he thought others gender-bend - 'progressing faster' in-game was a top reason. 

He found that the game was less challenging as a female avatar as being a female 

allowed him to progress quicker in game - he received gifts and much help from male 

characters as a result ofbim being a female character. As he also had a male avatar as 

his alternative avatar, he was confident in his assumptions as to why males gender

bend in game, as this had always been his experience. He stated that the reason why 
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males give presents, help and aid easily to female avatars was that female avatars 

were more attractive and if the female avatar was flirting then male avatars would 

give more help and gifts. 

He also mentioned that many female avatars which he came across in game, he 

automatically assumed they were male players. He found that very few female avatars 

were actually played by wome~ he felt that most other players would also feel this 

way. He felt it was commonplace that males play female avatars and that it is rare to 

interact with real-life female players in World of Warcraft. 

WoW2 

"Wo W 2" found having a female character was more visually appealing, and he also 

found that it made the game more sociable for him. He described his female avatar as 

having 'beautiful' attire, and often acted in a 'flirty' manner with male avatars. This 

would encourage much attention from other characters. 

He also admitted that he allowed him to 'fantasise' about what he would be like if he 

was girl, admitting his visualisations were rather unrealistic. He never acted out any 

of his fantasies in real-life but felt that online, he was able to do what he wanted in 

safe environment, and did not have to worry about repercussions in real-life. He said 

that he would never tell anyone in real-life that he used a female avatar in World of 

Warcraft, and felt that gender-bending in World ofWarcraft was not commonplace. 

He did not know of any advantage of having a female avatar over a male avatar, aside 

from the abundance of attention that he received from male avatars as a result. He felt 

that as World of W arcraft communication was based largely on text, until you met 

with another character face-to-face, there were little game advantages. He felt that 

advantages in game relied on people's perceptions of an individuals avatar as most 

contact was based around text players are unaware of other players avatar gender w1til 

they interact with them. 
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WoW3 

"WoW 3" stated her reasons for being a male character was because the characters 

visually looked stronger, even if she wasn't any stronger within the game, the visual 

aspect of it made her feel like she would play more effectively then weaker looking 

characters. She also found the male characters' physique more appealing. 

She felt that as a male character, she visually looked stronger and felt that she played 

better as a male character. She felt that other characters would treat her with more 

disrespect as a male avatar ~ often calling her offensive names, but as a female avatar 

she was treated and referred to in a much more positive manner. She found the game 

more difficult with a male avatar as a result of the negative reactions from other 

avatars, the game was lonelier, and more challenging. She felt that WoW was a 

collaborative environment, and in order to complete the game quicker, one should 

have a female avatar as it was easier to find others to collaborate with. 

These challenges did not discourage her, as she felt she enjoyed the challenge and she 

was interested in experiencing peoples perceptions of her as a result. 

4. 2. 3 Case Study Results 

Second Life reasons for gender-bending appear to be more vast and complex then the 

reasons for gender-bending in World of Warcraft. It was not expected that the 

research would include transgendered individuals, whose reasons for gender-bending 

were clearly different from WoW individuals, and individuals who gender-bend for 

exploratory and playful reasons. "SL 2"'s initial reasons for gender-bending were 

profoundly exploratory. Once "SL 2" had made the decision to proceed with changing 

her physical gender, having the female avatar move and act as she wanted on screen 

provided her with a goal that she might one day aspire to be. "SL 1" preferred how 

women looked visually, and felt that female avatars had more attire and accessory 

choice then male avatars. As "SL I" was a cross-dresser in real-life, being able to 

cross dress in a safe and friendly environment meant that he had far more scope in a 

virtual environment act out his fantasies. "SL 3"s reasons were also exploratory and 

social. She felt uncomfortable revealing her real life gender and sexuality and used 

Second Life as a way to experience what she wanted to experience in real life, but on 

a slightly different level. 
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"Wo W 1" was unashamed to inform people that he was a male in real life, and he felt 

that as there were obvious in-game advantages to having a female avatar that there 

was nothing for him to be ashamed of. His reasons for gender-bending were very 

clearly goal-orientated. "WoW 2"1s reasons for gender-bend, seemed to be more for 

fun, rather then goal-orientated. He was adamant that he would not tell people that he 

was really a male in real life, and felt that people would look down on him for gender

bending. "WoW 3'"s reasons for gender-bending were similar to that of "WoW 2", 

more for playful reasons rather then goal-orientated. This connection is interesting, as 

"WoW 3" would also hesitate to inform people that her real-life gender was female. 

This research suggests that there could potentially be a connection between the 

reasons individuals gender-bend, and how accepted they feel gender-bending is in an 

online environment. Second Life gender-bending reasons are more vast and complex, 

and require further investigations with more participants to gather more results in this 

area. The research does show that individuals view online environments as safe places 

and spaces that they can act out various different fantasies and identities. 
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5. Questionnaire Research Method Section 
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5.1 Participants 

In this section of the study, 258 participants took part. A convenience and opportunity 

sampling of participants was employed. The participants in this section of the study 

comprised of six individuals who gender-bend. Three were recruited in Second Life, 

and three were recruited in World of Warcraft. 

Age & Gender 

48.8% were female (n=126), 48.4% were males (n=125), 0.8% were female-to-male 

transgender (F-M Trans) (n=2), and 1.9% were male-to-female transgender (M-F 

Trans) (n=5). These can be shown in table 1 below. 

Table 1: Age of the Participants 

Male 

Female 

F-M Trans 

M-F Trans 

Total 

5.2 Materials 

Consent Form 

Frequency 

125 

126 

2 

5 

258 

Percent Mean Age Std. Deviation 

48.4% 31.88 14.473 

48.8% 30.62 10.712 

0.8% 32.50 2.121 

1.9% 42.00 27.928 

100% 31.46 13.095 

Consent form was displayed to the participants and required a 'Yes' response in order 

to continue to the questionnaire. The Consent Form can be viewed at Appendix D. 

Ray-Lynn "AO" Scale 

The Ray-Lynn 11AO'1 (Achievement Orientation) Scale (See Appendix E) developed 

by John J. Ray (1980) was used as a measure of achievement motivation. The scale 

was developed and validated in Australia and the United Kingdom and has better 

criterion validity than most other objective measures with correlations ranging from 

.17 to .58 on different criteria directly related to the achievement motive, and .36 on 

criteria combining a variety of indicators. 

Cronbach's "alpha" for this scale is .85, reliability is .81. The scale consists of 28 

items with a three point scale. There were three response options for the 
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questionnaire, which consisted of: "Yes", "No", "Don't Know". The scoring of the 

instrument consisted of a simple summation with several of the items being reversed 

to account for the reverse polarity of the particular item. See Appendix E. 

Demographic Questionnaire 

A short demographic questionnaire was created, asking a users age, gender, location 

and internet habits. See Appendix F. 

World ofWarcra:ft and Second Life Questionnaire 

The Wo W and SL questionnaires consisted of questions relating to the length of time 

they play online, how long they have taken part in this game, and how many avatars 

they use and actively play, see Appendix G. They were then asked if they gender

bended, this question also had a comment box, where participants were free to 

elaborate on their answer. These responses can be viewed at Appendix I. 

Debrief 

After the questiom1aire had been completed participants were presented with a 

debrief. This provided users with further reading, explaining more about the 

investigation, and the researchers' details. The debrief can be viewed at Appendix H. 

Pilot Study 

The Pilot Study took place with five volunteers who agreed to take part and comment 

on any aspect of the questionnaire. Two participants played Second Life and two 

played World of Warcra:ft. One participant played neither game. These participants 

were recruited online from a Second Life forum, and the World of Warcraft players 

and the gamer that played neither game, were recruited from a general gaming forum. 

The pilot study took place online through instant messaging. 

Changes included adding in transgender options on the gender question. It was also 

suggested to put in a comment box beneath the gender-bending question, to allow 

pa1ticipants to elaborate on their answers. Changes were also made to the 

demographic questionnaire - as it was pointed out that some people may play both 

Second Life and World of Warcraft. This question was rephrased to ask participants 
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which online game they played more often. Minor changes to the brief and de-brief 

were suggested and implemented. 

5. 3 Procedure 

Recruitment 

The participants were primarily recruited through Second Life and World ofWarcraft 

forums. The researcher created posts calling for participants to take part in the 

questionnaire. In order to encourage a high response rate, the participants were also 

advised there was the possibility of winning a voucher if they took part. This request 

can be seen at Appendix (Al). A blog post (Appendix C) was also produced and 

posted on a commonly accessed and visited blog. 

This method proved to be the most successful, with 230 of the responses from the 

forums. The researcher also visited highly populated areas in both World of Warcraft 

and Second Life, where the researcher would post the link up through the speech 

channels and in conversations. Some participants were also recruited through 

emailing. Twenty-eight of the responses were recruited through these methods. 

Main Study 

Participants took part by selecting one of the links in a forum post, or email, or in

game, where they were then taken on to the survey. The first page presented to the 

participants was the consent form. All participants gave their full consent before they 

could take part in the questionnaire. Once they gave consent, the participants then 

gave responses to the demographic questionnaire. 

Then they chose whether they played Second Life or World of W arcraft more often. 

They then answered questions about the length of time they play their chosen game, 

how many years they have been playing it, how many avatars they actively played, 

and whether or not they gender-bend online. Participants then took part in Ray-Lynns 

"AO" questionnaire (Appendix E). The participants then were presented with a 

debrief once they completed the questionnaire. The length of the questionnaire took 

no longer than 20 minutes. 
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Ethical Considerations 

At no stage of the recruiting and questionnaire stage were the participants deceived in 

any way. The researcher made no false pretences and fully informed the participants 

of the main research aim - this was communicated through the brief and de-brief. All 

participants gave their consent or they could not take part in the questionnaire. 
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6. Results 
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The raw data was collated, tabulated and analysed. A number of independent t-tests, 

ANOVAs, ANCOVAs and a Kruskal-Wallis were used to examine the data with 

regard to the hypotheses. After adjusting for gender, and ANCOVA showed that there 

was a significant effect of gender-bending on need for achievement (F (1 ,251) = 

424.02, p = 0.01). 

6. 1 Primary Hypothesis - Women who gender-bend in Wo W have higher nAch than 

women who do not gender bend in Wo W 

The mean nAch of women who gender-bend was higher (65.80, std dev = 6.985) than 

the women who did not gender-bend (54.52, std dev = 8.504) (see Table 2 below), the 

mean difference between nAch scores was 11.28, and the 95% confidence level for 

the estimated population mean difference is 7.29 and 15.28. An independent t-test 

showed that the difference between the nAch scores was significant (t = 5.653, df = 

59,p < 0.0005, one-tailed). 

Table 2: Women, Gender-bending, Mean and Std. Deviation. 

Gender bend Freguency nAchMean Std. Deviation 

Yes 30 65.80 6.985 

No 31 54.52 8.504 

Total 61 60.07 9.597 

6.2 Secondary Hypothesis - Men who gender bend in WoW have lower nAch than 

men who do not gender bend in WoW 

The mean nAch of men who gender-bend was lower (55.38, std dev=6.985) then the 

men who did not gender-bend (64.35, std dev=8.504) (see Table 3 below), the mean 

difference between nAch scores was -8.97, and the 95% confidence level for the 

estimated population mean difference is -12.483 and -5.462. An independent t-test 

showed that the difference between the nAch scores was significant (t = -5 .107, df = 

63, p < 0 .0005, one-tailed). 
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Table 3: Men, Gender-bending, Mean and Std. Deviation. 

Gender bend Freguency nAchMean Std. Deviation 

Yes 34 55.38 6.729 

No 31 64.35 7.437 

Total 65 59.66 8.347 

6. 3 Tertiary Hypothesis - There will be no difference in nAch scores between gender

benders and non-gender-benders in SL 

The mean nAch of individuals who gender-bend was 59.92, and for individuals who 

did not gender-bend it was 61.23 (see Table 3 below), the mean difference between 

nAch scores was -1.32. The 95% confidence level for the estimated population mean 

difference is -4.475 and 1.847. An independent t-test showed that the difference 

between the nAch scores was not significant (t = -.822, df = 128, p = .412, one

tailed). 

Table 4: Second Life, Gender-bending, Mean and Std. Deviation. 

Gender bend Freguency nAchMean 

Yes 68 59.92 

No 62 61.23 

Total 130 59.66 

6. 4 Further Results 

Number of Avatars World of Warcraft 

Men in World ofWarcraft 

Std. Deviation 

9.716 

1.064 

8.347 

Figure 1, below, shows the amount of Avatars (Avs) owned by male players in World 

of Warcraft:. Owning 2 Avatars (31%) and More than 4 Avatars (34%) were the most 

common responses by male players. 

2% 11% 

31% 

14% 

No Response 

■ 1 Avatar 

D2Avatars 

D3Avatars 

■ 4Avatars 

D MoreThan4 
Avs 

Figure 1: Avatars owned by male players in World of W arcraft 
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An ANOV A was conducted to see ifthere was any statistical significance between the 

level of nAch and the amount of avatars actively owned by the male participants. 

Table 5 below shows the standard deviations and means. The results showed that 

there was no statistical significance (F(4,60) = 86.472,p = .078 partial n2 = .04). 

Table 5: Avatars Owned and nAch of Male Participants 

Avatars Owned MeannAch Std. Deviation Freguency 

1 Avatar 64.71 4.855 7 

2 Avatars 58.57 7.801 21 

3 Avatars 58.78 7.710 9 

4 Avatars 64.20 6.058 5 

More than 4 Avatars 58.48 9.844 23 

Total 59.66 8.347 65 

Women in World ofWarcraft 

Figure 2, below, shows the amount of Avatars (Avs) actively owned and used by 

female players. The most common response was More than 4 Avatars (34%) and 3 

Avatars (35%). 

2% 

35% 

No Response 

1 Avatar 

o2Avatars 

o 3Avatars 

■ 4Avatars 

□ More Than 4 Avs 

Figure 2: Avatars owned by female players in World of Warcraft 

An ANOVA was conducted to see if there was any statistical significance between the 

level of nAch and the amount of avatars actively owned by the female participants. 

Table 6 below shows the standard deviations and means. There results showed that 

there was no statistical significance (F(4,60) = 89.998,p = .074 partial n2 = .07). 
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Table 6: Avatars Owned and nAch of Female Participants 

Avatars Owned MeannAch Std. Deviation Freguency 

1 Avatar 45.33 4.163 3 

2 Avatars 62.31 9.366 13 

3 Avatars 60.36 9.499 22 

4 Avatars 65.00 7.071 2 

More than 4 Avatars 60.00 9.343 21 

Total 60.07 9.597 61 

Gender & Hours Played in World of Warcraft 

An ANOV A was conducted to see ifthere was any statistical significance between the 

level of nAch and the number of hours played daily by male and female World of 

Warcraft players, table 7 below shows the mean and standard deviations. The results 

showed that there was a statistical significance (F(34,93) = 3.909, p < .0005 partial n2 

= .58). 

Table 7: World of W a:rcraft, Number of Hours Played and nAch 

Hours Played MeannAch Std. Deviation Freguency 

Less than 1 Hour 48 .33 5.680 6 

1 Hour 54.75 9.362 8 

2 Hours 58.09 6.934 23 

3 Hours 57.47 8.207 34 

4 Hours 57.12 5.932 16 

5 Hours 62.42 6.585 12 

6 Hours 67.00 8.155 13 

More than 6 Hours 69.50 5.955 16 

Total 59.88 8.878 128 

Years Spent Playing World of Warcraft 

An ANOV A was conducted to see if there was any statistical significance between the 

level ofnAch and the number of years played by male and female World of Warcraft 

players. Table 8 overleaf displays the means and standard deviations. The results 

showed that there was no statistical significance (F(34,93) = 1.002, p = .536 partial n2 

= .26). 
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Table 8: Years Played and nAch ofWoW Players 

Years Played MeannAch Std. Deviation Freguency 

Less than 1 Year 61.06 9.608 17 

1 Year 62.48 8.298 21 

2 Years 59.40 7.701 35 

3 Years 59.90 9.942 30 

4 Years 56.86 8 .969 14 

More than 4 Years 58.36 9.490 11 

Total 59.88 8.878 128 

Number of Avatars Owned Second Life 

An ANOV A was completed to see if there was any statistical significance between 

gender and the number of avatars owned and actively played. Table 5 below shows 

the frequency of Gender, and the mean number of avatars. There was no statistically 

significant effect of gender and number of avatars in Second Life (F(3,126) = .604, p 

= .614 partial n2 = .62). 

Table 9: Avatars and Gender in Second Life 

Gender Avatar Mean Stcl. Deviation Freguency 

Males 2.32 1.431 60 

Females 2.37 1.294 65 

Mto FTrans 3.25 1.707 4 

F to MTrans 2 1 

Total: 2.37 1.365 130 

Need for Achievement and Number of Avatars Owned Second Life 

An ANOV A was completed to see if there was any statistical significance between 

need for achievement and the number of avatars owned and actively played in Second 

Life. Table 10 overleaf shows mean and standard deviations. There was no 

statistically significant effect of nAch and number of avatars (F(4,125) = .676, p = 

.610 partial n2 = .02). 
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Table 10: Number of Avatars and nAch in Second Life 

Number of Avs nAchMean Std. Deviation Freguency_ 

1 61.28 6.758 46 

2 59.74 10.491 35 

3 59.55 8.555 18 

4 62.94 12.142 17 

Morethan4 58.42 8.881 14 

Total: 60.54 9.087 130 

Sexual Orientation and Gender-bending 

77.5% of respondents identified as Heterosexual (n=200), 13.2% of respondents 

identified as Bi-Sexual (n=34), 6.2% identified as Homosexual (n=16) and 8% gave 

no response (n=8). 

250 ~--------------~ 
200 

200 +-~~-------------1 

150 

100 

Figure 3: Sexual Orientation Distribution 

A Kruskal-Wallis test was completed to find if there was a significant effect between 

gender-bending and sexual orientation. There was a significant effect on sexual 

orientation and gender-bending x2(3, n=258) = 9.388, p = 0.25. 

Open-ended comment box beneath gender-bending question. 

Participants were also given the option to elaborate on their gender-bending 

responses. Participants in World of Warcraft expressed that players in a gaming 

environment did not like that male played as female avatars and vice versa, 

" ... those players usually do not react well to the fact that a male player would play a 

female character" (Appendix 12) 
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Participants also expressed their upset and disapproval of gender-bending: 

" ... it would feel weird to be playing a guy." (Appendix I.JO) 

" ... it feels deceiving" (Appendix 1.17) 

"I don't see the point in mid-representing myself" (Appendix L27) 

"I feel less connection with my male alt then I do with my female characters. " 

World of Warcraft players appeared to have more strategic and visual reasons for 

gender-bending then in Second Life: 

"What looks best I go with" (Appendix I 6) 

" ... a tough looking deathknight" (Appendix 19) 

"[males} I play less due to their lower levels" (Appendix II 1) 

"I choose male cos[sic] it looks cooler" (Appendix 114) 

"males are harder to level ... there's so much support for female avatars" ( Appendix 

I28) 

Second Life responses were fewer, are indicated reasons un-related to achievement 

and less comments were made regarding treatment in-game of gender-bending 

participants. 

"I have tried a few times to use my boyfriends male avatar but it made me feel very 

uncomfortable. " (Appendix 1.19 

Participants in Second Life responded as if they were to choose a differently gendered 

character from their own real life gender they would be unable to come across as that 

gender to other avatars. 

"Totally unable to act/feel like a guy" 

"I role play my characters" 

These results indicate that gender-bending reasons are varied across environments 

types, and can often depend on the end-result of a game. Second Life provides a huge 
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amount of freedom to be and do as one pleases, this freedom inspires gender-bending 

reasons to be incredibly varied. 

Women who gender-bend in goal-orientated environments have high nAch then 

women who do not. Men who gender-bend have lower nAch then men who do not. A 

non-goal orientated virtual environment shows no different between nAch scores 

across gender. These findings support the original three hypotheses and will be 

discussed along with the further findings. 
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7. Discussion 
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As stated previously, this study was an investigation into the effect of Need for 

Achievement of different genders when gender-bending in an online, virtual 

environment. 

7.1 Primary Hypothesis: World of Warcraft Female Players 

In World of Warcraft, a goal-orientated virtual environment, real-life female players 

who chose to play male avatars within the game, scored a higher level of need for 

achievement then those who played with a female avatar. These results supported the 

hypothesis and supported the previous research into Need for Achievement. 

McClelland (1965) found that people with high nAch scores tended to set goals for 

themselves that were achievable but were challenging. Individuals who set low, easily 

achievable goals for themselves did not feel the reward at achieving the goal, then if 

they set a higher, harder goal to reach. 

Playing as a male character in a goal-01ientated virtual environment did not make the 

goal of the game unachievable, but made the game more challenging and this resulted 

in female gender-bending players deriving more satisfaction upon completing 

challenges and tasks within the game. It has been documented (Suler, 2004; Donath, 

1998) that female avatars receive more gifts and help in gan1e, which make the goals 

of the game easier to achieve, and as a result, less satisfying for individuals with high 

nAch scores. 

7.2 Secondary Hypothesis: World of Warcraft Male Players 

In the same online virtual environment, World of Warcraft, male players who gender

bend in game exhibited lower levels of nAch then male players who did not. These 

results supported the second hypothesis, and are consistent with the research 

conducted by McClelland (1965). Individuals who set easier-to-reach goals for 

themselves tend to display lower levels of nAch then those who set more challenging, 

but achievable goals. This is also consistent with Suler (2004) whose research showed 

that males who play as females in goal-achieving environments experience an easier 

game as female characters receive more gifts and help in game. 
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7.3 Tertiary Hypothesis: Second Life and Need for Achievement 

The hypothesis that there would be no difference in need for achievement scores 

between participants who do and do not gender-bend was supported in this 

experiment. As Second Life is a non-goal achieving environment, where the residents 

do not level-up, and do not take part in looting raids, there is no obvious motivation 

for users to achieve a certain goal which they would achieve quicker by changing 

gender. 

Gender in Second Life is very easily changed, individuals can be deceived by another 

who is secretly gender-bending, and further investigation into the area of gender

bending in Second Life is warranted, as current quantitative research has shown that 

need for achievement does not seem to be a motivation to change ones online gender. 

The case study results revealed that the reasons for changing gender in Second Life 

was vast and varied. 

7. 4 Further Findings 

The number of avatars owned and the amount of years spent playing Wo W or SL 

showed no significant results across gender and need for achievement. These findings 

implicate that regardless of the length of time an individual has been playing an online 

game, and regardless of the amount of avatars owned a played, these factors do not 

affect gender-bending and need for achievement. 

Sexual orientation and gender-bending showed a significant result, implicating that 

individuals who are homosexual or bi-sexual are more likely to gender-bend then 

those who are heterosexual. The small sample sizes indicate that these results should 

be viewed lightly, but strongly indicate that further research is warranted with larger 

sample sizes. 

The amount of time spent involved in World of Warcraft affected the players level of 

nAch. This research correlates with that of Wan and Chiou (2006) who found that 

individuals who played online for lengthy periods reported higher levels of nAch. As 

World of Warcraft is a goal-orientated environment, these results show that as the 

game constantly requires a user to improve, win and succeed, these factors encourage 

high levels of nAch in order to succeed and feel personally rewarded as a result. 
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7.5 Jmplications of Findings 

Need for achievement was significantly related to gender and gender-bending in 

online environments. Women who gender-bend m an online goal-achieving 

environment tend to score higher on the nAch, then women who do not gender-bend. 

These fmdings implicate that women who do gender-bend perhaps do so as a result of 

need for achievement. Suler (2004) found that playing as a male character can lead to 

a less-social, more challenging game, then playing as a female character. 

These findings implicate that online virtual worlds are strongly adhering to gender 

norms that exist in the real world (Shaw & Ardener, 2005). These results do not 

support the early expectations that the Internet would become a genderless utopia 

(Haraway, 1991; Plant, 1993), gender-roles still feature strongly even in an online 

virtual environment. In World of W arcraft there is no in-game advantage of having a 

femaJe avatar as opposed to a male avatar, the advantages and disadvantages are 

created by the society and culture where the avatars exist and interact. 

In Second Life, need for achievement is non-apparent as a motivator for changing 

ones gender online, although some responses from the case studies indicate that 

playing as a female character does in fact lead to a more social game then being a 

male avatar. The same assumptions can exist that the differences in how genders are 

treated in world are created by the culture and society where the avatars currently 

reside. 

The case study findings implicate that Second Life as a virtual world is an 

environment which many individuals feel safe and secure to freely express themselves 

in any way they please. Gender-bending in Second Life is commonplace - but the 

reasons for gender-bending are vast, varied and require further research into this area. 

The reasons in World of W arcraft are also varied, but not as much as Second Life. 

7. 6 Challenges 

There were many challenges faced in this research, in particular the difficulty of 

trying to recruit individuals who would be willing speak about gender-bending 

occuffed at various stages throughout the research. This problem was most evident in 
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Second Life. When requests were made in a public arena, many individuals responded 

publically expressing there disgust and/or making derogatory comments. This 

potentially could have discouraged any individual who may have been willing to take 

part. 

Commonly, individuals who did respond were often only curious about the research 

and expressed interest in what the researcher was doing, but was not of the 

demographic that the researcher requested, and as a result could not contribute to the 

research. 

When the request for participants had been posted on various World of Warcraft 

forums and Second Life forums, there were often negative responses, challenging the 

researcher and at some points even flaming the researcher. This was not expected and 

proved to be a challenge. 

In World of W arcraft, there was significant ease in attaining the number of male 

responses required for this research, but it was more challenging to achieve the same 

amount of responses required from female players. This correlates with Griffiths et 

al. , (2003) finding where out of 18,000 respondents on an online gaming 

questionnaire 85% of responses were males. 

7. 7 Limitations 

Participants may have taken part in both Second Life and World of Warcraft, but had 

to choose only one option on which they would answer questions on. Comments were 

made regarding this fact, participants expressing they were unhappy at not being able 

to choose both games. 

Allowing participants to answer for both is recommended for future research. This 

would allow for further analysis on need for achievement and gender-bending, when 

taking into account users who play both vi1tual environments. 

The gender-bending question could have been phrased in a more accurate manner, as 

the question simply asked: "Do you gender-bend? (Gender-bending is playing a 

character in-game who has a different gender than your real life gender)" (See 
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Appendix G). A more accurate question would be: "With the avatar that you play with 

most often, do you gender-bend with this avatar?" As a result of many individuals 

having various different numbers of avatars, the question was not specific enough, 

and for future research, it is recommended a more specific question should be asked. 

The need for achievement questionnaire was originally developed to be distributed 

amongst people at work, and was not created for internet use. This also meant that 

participants who were retired, or not yet in full time employment may have felt that 

some items on the Ray-Lynn "AO" scale did not apply to them. This was voiced by 

participants who worked as carers, or who were retired. 

7. 8 Strengths 

The area of need for achievement online bas not been studied previously in a virtual 

world environn1ent, and thereby has successfully contributed interesting research into 

the area of online virtual environments, as well as contributing to the study of online 

identity. 

There is little research into gender-bending online, and little research regarding the 

two types of virtual environments ~ goal and non-goal orientated. This research has 

contributed useful research to both of these under-studied areas. 

This research is beneficial for World of W arcraft creators to be aware of the 

generalisation that female avatars receive help, aid and presents from male avatars. 

Providing female avatars with the boost required to increase levels more rapidly, this 

research indicates that perhaps World of W arcraft should take into account the help 

and aid females receive. 

The emphasis on female avatars receiving more help, aid and presents throughout a 

goal achieving environment is something that is rather stereotypical and perhaps i 

should investigate this too. I'm not sure why it's important for WoW to know this, and 

what implications it may have. 
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7.9 Suggestions for Future Research 

Suggestions for future research include further investigations behind the psychology 

of why people gender-bend online, not just need for achievement. Need for 

achievement may be a factor in what encourages some individuals to gender-bend in 

goal-orientated enviromnents, further research also needs to included further 

investigation into non-goal orientated environments. 

Future research should include investigations into genderless games - where avatars 

are androgynous, or avatars are similar to robots, with no visual aspects that identify 

an avatars gender. Research into how gender-roles become apparent, if they do, and 

how are interactions played out. This would provide research into how gender 

establishes itself in a genderless online world. Also, it would be beneficial to include 

investigations into different online virtual environments and need for achievement. As 

there are many different online environments, HABBO, pet games etc. Research into 

gender~bending and need for achievement in these environments would provide 

interesting results to compare the current research. 

As this research has established a link between an individual 's sexual orientation and 

gender-bending, it is recommended for further investigation into this area. Sexual 

orientation and gender-bending online has not been investigated before and would add 

beneficial research data to the area. 

Further research should investigate the use of 'alts' in online gaming in relation to 

gender-bending. "Alts" refer to an additional avatar that is alternate to the user's 

primary avatar. More investigations into 'alt' avatars and their uses would be a useful 

contribution to the area of gaming research, and online social interaction. 

7. 8 Conclusion 

Social interaction online is a complex and vast area. Within the recent years, the 

development of psychology online has lead investigations and experiments into areas 

relating to how humans interact online. It is becoming a more widely studied and 

investigated area. 
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Avatars are a key part of an individual's online identity, and vital to how they 

communicate and interact online. Need for achievement is perhaps one motivator that 

may drive individuals to gender-bend but realistically there are more factors that 

encourage this behaviour, some of these factors were displayed in the case study 

research. The case study research has managed to reveal various types of motivators 

and factors that motivate some individuals to gender-bend in online virtual 

environments, these factors deserve further research. 

Need for achievement clearly appears to be a motivator in a goal-orientated 

environment, were users may win or loose depending on how they play and interact in 

the game. These findings are unique to the area of online gaming. With further 

research into this area, we may hope to develop a clearer understanding of further 

motivators that encourage people to gender-bend online. 
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Appendix A 
Requests & informal interview script 

I. Request for participants for case study in World of Warcraft: 
I'm interested in speaking to any RL females who play a male character in WOW! if 
this applies, Whisper me for a short chat! Official Research Purposes! It would really 
help me out! 

2. Request for participants for case study in Second Life: 
I'm interested in speaking to people who play a different gender in SL then they are in 
RL! if this applies,™ me for a short chat! 

3. Short brief!Consent form at the beginning of the informal interviews 
My name is Eily Coghlan, and I am currently studying Cyberpsychology MSc in a 
college in Dublin, Ireland, called Institute of Art, Design and Technology. I am in the 
process of a research study, where I am investigating gender-bending in online 
gaming. I appreciate you answering my request for a chat, would like you to give your 
consent to take part in this study. Everything we speak about here is totally 
confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your responses will not be 
identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. You also have the right 
to refuse to answer any questions. Do you understand, and do you give your consent? 

4. Short debrief at the end of the informal interviews 
Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken about here is 
totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your responses will 
not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. You have 
received the contact details of the researcher, who you may contact at any stage if you 
wish to withdraw your participation. 

5. Informal Interview Script 

1. What are your main reasons for gender-bending? 
( depending on reasons may lead to fmiher questions on this topic) 

2. Do you tell people in SL/WoW that you are gender-bending? 

3. Do you tell people in RL that you gender-bend online? 

4. Do you feel that there are any main advantages or disadvantages to gender
bending? 

5. Have you met others who gender-bend online? 
5.1 What do you think are their reasons for gender-bending? 
5 .2 Do you think gender-bending is a common behaviour? 
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Appendix B 
Request on Second Life and Word of Warcraft Forums for Questionnaire Responses 

Hello everyone, 

My name is Eily Coghlan, I am currently completing an MSc in Cyberpsychology at 
IADT, Dun Laoghaire. I have a questionnaire up online for my thesis. I would 
appreciate it if anyone who plays World of Warcraft or Second Life could take part. 

If you don't personally play, perhaps you know friends, brothers, sisters, parents who 
may play, and I would appreciate it if you could send it on to them too! 

Everything is totally confidential and anonymous, and it'll only take about 20 minutes 
to complete. 

Everyone who takes part automatically gets entered into a draw to win a €50 Amazon 
voucher (or your currency equivalent). Just make sure to put your email address at the 
end of the survey to enter. 

Here's the URL: 

[ url]http://tinyurl.com/OnlineGaming[/ur 1] 

Thanks in advance!! 

Eily Coghlan 
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AppendixC 
Biog Entry 

Guest Post: Do you play World of Warcraft or Second 
I at:: ? u,e. 
~ January 26th, 2009 1 Q 7 Comments I Posted in Cyberpsychology 

World ofWarcraft currently has 11.5 million monthly ,----------------, 
subscribers, there are 15 million registered
accounts on Second Life, and 38,000 active 
members in-world at any one time. These 
numbers show that millions of people are 
interacting, collaborating, and forming strong 
relationships online every day -with fascinating 
outcomes. 

My name is Eily Coghlan, and I'm currently studying 
Msc Cyberpsyehology along with Sinead. My 
research is specifically interested in investigating ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
gender bending online. This is when an individual 
chooses to play an avatar who has a different gender online then they have in real life. It's a 
common occurrence in online gaming, and a simple Google search returns hundreds of 
thousands of results. I'm trying to discover what inspires people to gender bend and what reasons 
they have for doing so. As part of my reseach I have created an online survey which I need people 
who gender-bend in these games AND people who don't gender-bend to fill out. 

Like Sinead has already done, you also have the chance to win a €50 Amazon voucher at the end 
of the survey! You can now double your chances! I appreciate anyone who responds, I am 
extremely grateful! If you don't happen to play either of these games, please pass it on to anyone 
that you know who does. Ifs quite quick, only takes 10 minutes to complete! 

Thanks to Sinead for letting me sneak in on her biog! 

Add Your Commant 
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Appendix D 
Consent Form 

1. PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT 

You are invited to participate in a study about exploration into gender identity using 
Second Life/World of W arcraft. You will be asked to fill out several questionnaires 
that will ask your response to certain aspects of your personality. These aspects will 
then be analysed in relation to your gender identity habits online. 

2. PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE STUDY: 

To accomplish the goals of the study, you will be asked to complete a demographic 
questionnaire, asking questions relating to who you are in Real Life, and some 
information is required about your character in Second Life/World of W arcraft. Then 
you will be asked to complete 1 more short questionnaire relating to aspects of your 
personality. 

3. ANONYMITY OF PARTICIPANTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF RESULTS: 

The results of this study will be kept strictly confidential. At no time will the 
researcher release your results to anyone without your written consent. The 
information you provide will not require you to submit your Real Life name at any 
stage, only a subject code will identify you during analyses and any write-up of the 
research. 

4. DISCOMFORTS AND RISKS FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY: 

There are no apparent risks to you from participation in this assessment. 

5. BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT: 

Your participation in this project today will help advance the scientific knowledge of 
social interaction online. 

6. FREEDOM TO WITHDRAW: 

You are free to withdraw from this study at any time without penalty. 

7. USE OF RESEARCH DATA: 

The information from this research may be used for scientific or educational purposes. 
It may be presented at scientific meetings and/or published and reproduced in 
professional journals or books, or used for any other purpose that IADT's School of 
Creative Technologies considers proper in the interest of education, knowledge, or 
research. 

8. PARTICIPANT'S PERMISSION 

I have read and understand the above description of the study. I have had an 
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opportunity to ask questions and have had them all answered. I hereby acknowledge 
the above and give my voluntary consent for participation in this study. I further 
understand that ifl participate I may withdraw at any time without penalty. I 
understand that should I have any questions regarding this research and its conduct, I 
should contact the researcher whose details are below: 

Primary Researcher: Eily Coghlan, BSc, Dublin, Ireland. eily.coghlan@gmail.com 

Research Supervisor: Dr Grainne Kirwan, Dublin, Ireland grainne.kirwan@iadt.ie 

Give Consent: 
* 1. I hereby give my consent to take part in this study. I fully understand the 
guidelines given by the researcher and I declare I am 18 or above. 
Yes No 
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AppendixE 
Ray-Lynn "AO" Scale 

Now we move on to some questions about yourself. They are about the way you 
personally behave, feel, and act. Please feel free to be as frank as possible. All 
answers will be strictly confidential. You select an option to indicate "yes," "don't 
know," or "no." Please work quickly and don't spend time over any one question. 

1. Is being comfortable more important than getting ahead? 
2. Would you rather not have responsibility for other people? 
3. Are you satisfied to be no better than most other people at your job? 
4. Do you like to make improvements in the way the organization you belong to 
functions? 
5. Does inefficiency make you angry? 
6. Do you take trouble to cultivate people who may be useful to you in your career? 
7. Do you find it easy to forget about your work outside normal working hours? 
8. Can you forgive a colleague being incompetent so long as he is a nice fellow? 
9. Do you like gambling on football pools, raffles, the races, etc. ? 
10. Do you get restless and annoyed when you feel you are wasting time? 
11. Do you feel irritated when your watch does not keep time properly? 
12. Do you limit your recreational and social activities in order to work more 
effectively? 
13. Have you always worked hard in order to be among the best in your own line 
(school, organization, profession, etc.)? 
14. Do you think it wise for young men to delay getting married until they are 
properly settled in their careers? 
15. Do you like getting drunk? 
16. Do you dislike seeing things wasted (food, electricity, etc.)? 
17. Do you think that success in life is largely a matter of luck? 
18. Do you generally t1y to do jobs as thoroughly as possible? 
19. Would you prefer to work with a-congenial but incompetent partner rather than 
with a difficult but highly competent one? 
20. Do you pay a great deal ofrespect to people in positions superior to your own? 
21. Do you tend to spend your money without much planning for the future? 
22. Do you tend to plan ahead for your job or career? 
23. Is "getting on in life" important to you? 
24. Are you an ambitious person? 
25. Are you inclined to read of the successes of others rather than do the work of 
making yourself a success? 
26. Would you describe yourself as being lazy? 
27. Will days often go by without your having done a thing? 
28. Are you inclined to take life as it comes without much planning? 
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AppendixF 
Demographic Questionnaire 

1. What is your gender? 
Male, Female, Male to Female Transgender, Female to Male Transgender 

2. What is your age? 

3. What country do you live in? 

4. What is your sexual orientation? 
Heterosexual 
Homosexual 
Bi-Sexual 
Would Rather Not Say 

5. Do you use the internet mainly for: 
Gaming 
Work 
Communication (with friends, family) 
Other 

6. Which do you play more often: 
World of W arcraft 
Second Life 
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Appendix G 
Gaming Questionnaire 

1. How long have you been playing World ofWarcraft/Second Life? 
• Less than a year 
• 1 Year 
• 2 Years 
• 3 Years 
• 4 Years 
• More than 4 Years 

2. How many hours do you play World of Warcraft/Second Life in a Day? 
• Less than 1 Hour 
• 1 Hour 
• 2 Hours 
• 3 Hours 
• 4 Hours 
• 5 Hours 
• 6 Hours 
• More than 6 Hours 

3. How many avatars/characters do you have and actively operate in World of 
W arcraft/Second Life? 

• 1 Avatar 
• 2 Avatars 
• 3 Avatars 
• 4 Avatars 
• More than 4 Avatars 

4. Do you gender-bend? (Gender-bending is playing a character in-game who has a 
different gender than your real life gender) 

• Yes 
• No 
• Leave a comment: 

Appendix H 
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Debrief 

This study is concerned with gender-bending in an online environment. Previous 
studies have mentioned that gender-bending is common among gamers and avatars in 
online environments. Studies have investigated reasons as to why certain genders 
choose to gender-bend, but there are no concrete theories, previous theories have 
suggested that changing an individuals gender may impact on game-play. The drive to 
succeed may be a factor that encourages certain genders to gender-bend. 

How was this tested? 
In this study you were asked a few general demographic questions to provide the 
researchers with some information about you, and about your online habits. Then you 
were asked to answer a questionnaire on Need for Achievement. 

Hypotheses and main questions: 
We expect to find that women who gender-bend tend to have a higher Need for 
Achievement then women who do not gender-bend. Women who gender-bend set 
higher goals for themselves to achieve when they gender-bend as male characters, as 
research shows that male avatars have a more difficult game-play as they are more 
solitary, and are given less help. 

Males who gender-bend are expected to display low Need for Achievement scores as 
research shows that males tend to gender-bend to explore another character, and for 
more playful reasons. 

Confidentiality 
Any data that has been collected in this experiment cannot be identified, and will be 
destroyed once the paper is complete and it is no longer required. You still have the 
chance at any time to request that your data may no longer be used in this study. 

Why is this important to study? 
It will give insight into the psychology behind the gender-bending behaviour amongst 
users in a game playing environment like World ofWarcraft and players in a social 
virtual environment like Second Life. 

What if I want to know more? 
If you are interested in learning more about gender-bending, you may want to read: 

Yee, N. (2003). Some Numbers on Gender Bending. Ten-a Nova: 
http ://terranova.blogs.com/terra _ nova/2003/10/the _ demographic.html 

Eily Coghlan BSc, Institute of Art Design and Technology, Dublin, Ireland 
eily.co ghlan@gmail. corn 

If you have concerns about your rights as a participant in this experiment, please 
contact the research supervisor Dr Grainne Kirwan 
Email: grainne.kirwan@iadt.ie. 

Thank you again for your participation. 
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Appendix I 
Comment Responses beneath gender-bending question in the questionnaire. 

1. I always play females, as I hate watching male arses for hours at a time. 
2. Some characters are male, some are female, it depends on how i feel when i 

make the character, i have 8 characters at about a 50/50 split between male 
and female. As well, in many cases if you have to stare at the same character 
for, in some cases, several hundreds of hours, a female character is usually 
more pleasing to the eye 

3. I Male Character, 1 Female Character. 
4. males are ugly in wow 
5. Its only in the game. i think they look nice 
6. 2 fem chars 1 male char. What looks best is what I go with. 
7. My characters are both male and female. It really depends on how I feel when 

I create them. As a male player, I find it is a little bit more annoying to play 
a female character however because even though you're not doing anything 
relating to flirting, you still get annoying flirty players that whisper you every 
once in a while. And those players usually do not react well to the fact that a 
male player would play a female character. 

8. The main reason for me creating female toons, despite me being male is the 
names. The names i come up with suits the female gender better. + the 
animations on the males are silly. 

9. depends on the character, my priest and mage are female and my deathknight 
is male reson for that: I like a caster to be female and a tough looking 
deathknight male :P 

10. I am a female and all of my female characters are named/ styled after myself, 
but I also play some male characters who are meant to represent my son. 
Otherwise it would feel weird to be playing a guy. 

11. I have one female character, and the rest, which I play less, due to their lower 
levels, are male. 

12. Not on my main three, but on a few rarely played alts. 
13. While my main character is female, I have several male characters I play as 

well off and on. 
14. i do it for the looks, i.e if im rolling a priest i prefer a female because of the 

dresses and stuf, but if im playing something like an warrior i choose male 
because it looks cooler 

15. I guess I mostly pick this based on what I want to look at. There was a good 
article I read in Science about Wo W and SL which made the point that W o W 
players tend to separate themselves from their characters, and see them as 
possessions rather than identities. 

16. I tried to play a male char once, but he was very unpleasing to the eye :P Also, 
I have a habit of hugging male tauren chars and was getting a bit of a 
reputation. 

17. playing a girl would be wierd and it feels deceiving 
18. I play girl mostly but have been known to play males or play female characters 

posing as males. 
19. I have tried a few times to use my boyfriend's male avatar, but it made me feel 

very uncomfortable. 
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::::.. 
20. This is a very simple question, that provides little to explain how complex the 

answers are to an individual. Frankly, it is not whether or not a person gender 
bends, but why they choose to play the opposite sex online. 

21. Totally unable to feel/act like a guy ... 
22. I do, but only on one character for the purpose of seeing if (when and if I 

leveled it) male characters are treated any differently. 
23. I feel I am more masculine so I play mostly male characters. I identify myself 

with the male characters. 
24. Technically the above answer is Yes, but I only have one male character and it 

was meant to be shared with my boyfriend (though he has never played it). 
Every other character that I have actively levelled (of which there are wuite a 
lot) has been female. I tend to chose female characters for several reasons: 
a) It always bugged me when I was playing single player rpgs or combat 
games and had to play through the story line as a male character (when it's not 
based on a famous character, e.g. James Bond) or when you can play through 
a game as a female but certain parts of the storyline are clearly geared towards 
a male character (in Divine Divinity for example you have to have your 
character visit a female prostitute to progress the storyline). Being able to 
chose a female character and play as a female is quite a big thing for me. b) 
Stereotypically less women than men play computers games and I'd rather 
represent myself as I am rather than hide through becoming what's expected in 
a game so that I don't stand out. c) I feel less connection with my male alt 
than I do with my female characters. I don't feel that I am actually and elf 
druid capable of calling on nature or turning into a bear, but I feel that my 
avatars are a representation of myself in the game world. They laugh, dance 
or cry depending how I'm feeling about what I'm doing in the game at that 
time. With my male character that is one step removed, I feel more detached 
from that character, more like it is a puppet that a presentation of myself. 
Linked with this, some of the interactions that I have with (mainly male) 
friends would seem very strange coming from a male character. That sounds a 
bit like I cyber (which I don't), but I'm talking more mundane things like /hug 
or /dance. I'm pretty sure they'd /flirt with me less if I was on a male toon too 
:) 

25. I don't consider my character a representation of myself. I roleplay with my 
characters and see my activity as storywriting rather than playing myself. 

26. i take whatever looks best in my opinion, but generally i end up with male(real 
life gender) but if i do end up with a female avatar i make sure everyone 
knows i'm a man in real life generally by making a reference to it in the avatar 
name. 

27. I dont see the point of mis-representing yourself. 
28. males are harder to level in wow. there's so much support for female avatars 
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Appendix J 

SLl 
SLl: ok we can chat here 
Researcher: hello : ) thanks for speaking to me 
Researcher: i really appreciate this 
Researcher: My main hypothesis is in relation to achievement and gender online 
Researcher: basically, I would like to find out your motivations behind choosing a 
different gender online 
Researcher: if you consent to speaking to me of course 
Researcher: you can withdraw at anytime! 
Researcher: are you ok to continue? 
SLl: yes dear I am 
SLl: my reasons are simple 
SLI: I am bi inRL 
Researcher: ok 
SLl: so I chose to have a female av because it is easier plus activefemales are much 
more attr 
SLI: plus females are much more attactive*** 
Researcher: do you feel that people react differently to you as a female? 
Researcher: do you feel people speak to you differently? react to you differently? 
SLl: yes 
Researcher: in what way? 
SLl: I get hit on all the time 
SLl: but My male av never does lol 
Researcher: as a female av, do you flirt with other female avs? or other male avs? 
SLl: part of it is one of My fetishes which is giving makeovers in sL 
SLl: I flirt with both 
Researcher: makeovers really? how does that work? 
SLl: well as you can see Sinthia is a very well put together AV 
SLl: so I should pthers how to look good in SL 
SLl: others** 
Researcher: and is it easier to do that as a female av? 
Researcher: have you tried to do that as a male av? 
SLl: well you just met My male av what did you think? 
SLl: smiles 
Researcher: well, i mean it more from a sort of other perspective too - as you say you 
like to give makeovers to others, so I was wondering when you're giving makeovers 
to others do you operate your female av 
SLl: I do both 
SLl: depending on if the people want a male or female av 
Researcher: in RL are you openly bi? 
SLl: yes I am 
Researcher: do you tell people in RL that you have differently gendered avatars? 
SLI: yes 
SLl: and most are fairly understanding, you see I'm a bit of a cross-dresser in RL, and 
Second Life allows me to do that in a safe place. I don't tell people in RL that I cross
dress, but online, it's a given. 
Researcher: ah ok, so do you think that it's more accepted in SL then in RL to cross
dress? 
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SLl: oh yes, definitely 
Researcher: so have you ever had a negative reaction from anyone regarding your 
decision to be as a female in SL? 
SLl: yes 
SLl: some people cant handle the thought of a male playing female 
Researcher: in SL, do you interact and operate differently when you're operating your 
different avs? 
SLl: I do sometimes but not often ... most people who know Me know 
Researcher: are there any more advantages to being a female av other than what you 
have already mentioned? or any disadvantages? 
SLl: not really 
SLl: most respect Me pretty well 
Researcher: thats great to hear, thank you 
Researcher: i would just like to ask some general questions now 
Researcher: how long do you spend in SL a day? 
SLl: okey dokey:) 
Researcher: hour wise -
Researcher: less than 1, 1-2, 3-4 more than 4 
SLl: oh more than that dear most of the time 6 or more 
Researcher: thats great, and do you mind me asking your real life age? you of course 
do not have to tell me 
SLl: I will be 31 next month 
Researcher: and what country do you live in? 
SLl: US east coast 
Researcher: excellent 
Researcher: do you wrok? 
Researcher: *work 
SLl: yes I work part-time 
Researcher: that's everything thank you so much 
SLl: not a problem hun 
Researcher: i wont use your real av name in my research,everything is confidential 
SLl: thank you 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher ( eily.coghlan@gmail.com), 
who you may contact at any stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
SLl: be well:) 
Researcher: you too 
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SL2 
Researcher: ok i will do, i'm very interested in the area of gender bending you see 
SL2: arnt we all :) 
Researcher: I'm studying it in an online setting, officially, for a thesis 
SL2: well, I would be very willing to help in any way I can 
SL2: this place changed my life 
Researcher:My name is Eily Coghlan, and I am currently studying Cyberpsychology 
MSc in a college in Dublin, Ireland, called Institute of Art, Design and Technology. I 
am in the process of a research study, where I am investigating gender-bending in 
online gaming. I appreciate you answering my request for a chat, would like you to 
give your consent to take part in this study. Everything we speak about here is totally 
confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your responses will not be 
identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. You also have the right 
to refuse to answer any questions. Do you understand, and do you give your consent? 
SL2: sure 
SL2: not much that takes my fancy here right now 
Researcher: well, just to start off with some basic questions - what is your gender in 
RL? 
SL2: it was Male, im now legeally female but still pre-op 
SL2: I would like to have the full op, but money is a problem. I can get on the NHS in 
the UK, but its slow and the end results are questionable 
SL2: the best surgeons are Thai - some amazing work being done there 
Researcher: Did you join SL before you were legally a woman? or after? 
SL2: before 
Researcher: and your SL avatar - what gender did you choose for your avatar? 
SL2: I was living a lie, Male, married all that happy empty stuff 
SL2: I started with female 
Researcher: and at that time, were you aware that you wanted to legally become 
female? or was it something that developed over time, whilst using SL? 
SL2: ive known sice I was 13 but buried it "it can never happen to me". I started SL, 
female AV and it just broke me that I wasn the person I saw on screen 
Researcher: ok 
SL2: second life helped me get the confidence to go through all of the treatments that 
i have had, and all of the treatments that i will have people here are so supportive 
Researcher: What kind of support is available for you in SL? 
SL2: there are many like minded people who are going through stages of changing 
their gender. it helps so much being able to speak to people who are going through 
similar issues 
Researcher: do you think that people reacted differently to you as a female AV? Did 
you feel you were treated differently? 
SL2: oh yes. Male AV's here get ignored 
Researcher: why do you think that is? 
SL2: probably because so many try to approach women all the time, and many are so 
bad at it, and come across like they are leering 
SL2: I tried a male av for a while at the insistance ofmy wife, but all I accomplished 
was a lot of heartache 
Researcher: heartache - why? 
SL2: it didnt feel right to me, It was hard to look at me on screen and not well up. 
especially knowing what I could be 
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SL2: I never felt confident, so that prbably had a lot to do with how 10 found things. I 
no longer have a wife, my child I only see once a month, but I feel more confident and 
right inside. 
Researcher: has second life helped you become more confident? 
SL2: oh god yes 
SL2: It literally brought my world crashing down. changed everything. I was never 
confident before here 
Researcher: what do you think the main reasons that other people gender-bend in SL? 
SL2: because they can 
SL2: nor risks, be who you want to be, be accepted for who you feel you are and meet 
similar people 
Researcher: Ok, thanks for your responses, I just want to ask a few demographical 
questions: age/location? 
SL2:32, UK 
Researcher: Job position, role, area? any will do. 
SL2: I work in IT. 
Researcher: length of time on SL? 
SL2: 3 years ... !think 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher (eily.coghlan@gmail.com), 
who you may contact at any stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
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SL3 
SL3: ok i can talk now 
Researcher: ok great My name is Eily Coghlan, and I am currently studying 
Cyberpsychology MSc in a college in Dublin, Ireland, called Institute of Art, Design 
and Technology. I am in the process of a research study, where I am investigating 
gender-bending in online gaming. I appreciate you answering my request for a chat, 
would like you to give your consent to take part in this study. Everything we speak 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You also have the right to refuse to answer any questions. Do you understand, and do 
you give your consent? 
SL3: yes i do, all sounds very interesting 
Researcher: yes, well, from my experience the whole area of online interaction is very 
interesting for me :) As i have mentioned, i am investigating the idea of gender
bending online, as you have mentioned to me that you gender-bend, can you elaborate 
on that? 
SL3: sure, well, in rl I'm a woman, but i prefer to be a male in second life, u see, in rl 
i'm gay but i dont know anyone else who is gay, and i dont know anywhere 2 go 
Researcher: yeah 
SL3 : like, bars and stuff. I've just started uni, and its great fun, and ive met loads of 
nice people, but im afraid to tell them i'm gay incase they get shitty about it, slag me 
offyaknw 
Researcher: ok, and how does gender-bending help in your situation 
SL3: well, i ha vent had a good experience in relation to being gay, so in SL, i am a 
guy, and i can chat up girls without being treated differently. Its normal to chat up a 
girl as a guy, but its not normal if i was a girl trying ot chat up a girl 
Researcher: have you tried to chat up girls as a female avatar? 
SL3: yes i have, as i said, all negative experiences. 
SL3: tbh, the worst experience i have had is going to a "lesbian" island in SL 
Researcher: oh really? How comes? 
SL3: 2 reasons 
SL3: 1st is that if you type in lesbian/gay island in sl, you get back lots of porn, sex 
etc etc so when i visited some of them, theres no chat, it's all sex, nothin else 
Researcher: ok yeah 
SL3: 2=ndly a few of the times i have spoken to women who are supposedly 
"lesbians" they've spoken and come acorss in ways that i know they are men really 
Researcher: oh really? 
SL3: yeah, one even admitted it 2 me:( 
Researcher: oh thats a shame 
SL3: so yeah, acting as a guy, I get to chat to women, and flirt with women, and its 
great fun, girls love it when you chat them up 
SL3 : although as a male avatar it is definitely lonlier 
Researcher: in what way 
SL3: well, guys have to initiate interactions all the time, girls dont, very few do 
anyway 
SL3: so its a lonely environment for guys ifur not very forthcoming 
Researcher: aside from the ones you have mentioned, do you reckon there are any 
other advantages or disadvantages to having a guy avatar? 
SL3: none that i can think of sorry 
Researcher: thats ok! 
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Researcher: have you told anyone in RL that you gender-bend in sl? 
SL3: oh no! i would nevr tell anyone! 
Researcher: why not? 
SL3: its on a par really with being gay, i'd feel awful if anyone found out, its not like i 
wanna be a guy in RL, but interaction is easier online with women i can flirt and kiss 
girls in sl as a guy, it gives me a rush to do it 
Researcher: has anyone in sl found out that your rl gender? 
SL3: only once cos i told them, 
SL3: it didnt go down well, she got really mad at me for decieving her 
SL3: i understand why she was so mad, so now ijust interact online in a kinda light 
hearted way, i dont get serious at all 
Researcher: thanks for your help with this, I just have some demographic questions to 
ask. 
SL3: sure 
Researcher: Age/location/job? 
SL3: 23 
SL3: UK 
SL3: currently studying eng lit. 
Researcher: great, can you estimate how many hours a day you're in sl? 
SL3: well, whenever I have spare time. 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher, who you may contact at any 
stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
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WoWl 
WoWl whispers: playing female draenei :) 
Researcher: hello :) are you male in real life? 
WoWl whispers: yap 
WoWl whispers: and female nelf druid in 80 btw 
Researcher: very impressive 
WoWl whispers: :p 
WoWl whispers: but what do u wanna know?:) 
Researcher: well, i just want to have a little chat with you about your reasons behind 
why you chose to play a female av 
Wo WI whispers: well i hate male night elf skin that was my I st Reason but they play 
nicer aswell, im not gay or nefin 
Researcher: its for research purposes, i'm studying achievement and gender-bending 
online 
Researcher: the movement of the character moves better? 
WoWl whispers: tried male draenei shaman and they just annoy me like hell, they 
way it moved they way it talked and a female draenei seems to be more gentle u know 
:) 
Researcher: i do:) do you feel there are any distinct game advantages to play a 
female? so any anything that you benefit from, aside from the look/move of the avatar 
WoWl whispers: its fun some guys think im a girl and freak out that i'm just a dude 
but dudes give u lots of help sou do progess faster as a girl av 
Researcher: oh, in what way? 
WoWl whispers: u get gifts and help from guys all d time 
Researcher: do people in RL know that you operate a female avatar in game? 
WoWl whispers: jeah 
Researcher: what have their reactions been like? 
WoWl whispers: understandable, they thought male nelf looked kinda crap aswell :p 
Researcher: lol fair enough 
Researcher: do people in game react to you differently then if, for exmaple, you were 
operating a male avatar? 
WoWl whispers: some guys do but whatever, it lasts only till they found out im a 
dude:) 
Researcher: do you mind me asking, in what way do they act differently? 
WoWl whispers: not really big things just calling me, she will do that, and she will 
take care of that etc. but its noticeable that they react nicer then against male avatars 
:P which is quite nice tbh :p they often ofer me help and stuff 
Wo Wl whispers: but it lasts till i tell them i a guy then they just treat me like a 
regular male night elf : ) 
Researcher: have you come across many people like you, who play with a character of 
a different gender? 
WoWl whispers: jeah actually quite alot i just pick whatever looks best and most of 
the time thats female cause i enjoy casters most female avs in game i assume are male 
its like never that u get a fem playin a fem av 
Researcher: and what do you think their reasons are for gender-bending? 
W oWl: I have never asked, but I guess probably the san1e reasons as I do. Some have 
told me that they get way more gifts as a female and progress quicker in game. 
Researcher: ok, thats the main questions over - i just wanna ask some questions now 
on general stuff 
WoWl whispers: sure go ahead:) 
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Researcher: can i ask your age/location in RL? 
WoWl whispers: 18 - netherlands 
Researcher: and how many hours a day do you play Wo W? 
WoWl whispers: lolz depends on day, it'd say atleast 3 max 5 but more in weekends 
alot more 
Researcher: are you currently studying? 
WoWl whispers: yeah just started an IT course 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher, who you may contact at any 
stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
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WoW2 

Researcher: hi there! 
Researcher: thank you for responding to me 
[WoW2] whispers: No problem. 
Researcher: are you ok to have a little chat for 5 mins? 
[WoW2] whispers: If you want. 
[Researcher: its all official, i am studying cyberpsychology in dublin, ireland 
[WoW2] whispers: Oh god! 
Researcher: and doing my thesis on and achievement and gender-bending in online 
gammg 
[WoW2] whispers: Now I feel bad because I don't have a very helpful awnser :P 
Researcher: basiclaly, i wanna find out motivations behind gender-bending and 
garnmg 
[WoW2] whispers: Okay. 
Researcher: no answer is usless i promise! 
Researcher: any contribution is helpful 
Researcher: what gender are you in game? 
[WoW2] whispers: Female on most ofmy alts, but male on my main. 
Researcher: and what is your RL gender? 
[WoW2] whispers: And a few other main-ish alts I guess. 
[WoW2] whispers: Male. 
Researcher: ok great, why do you choose sometimes to play with female avs? 
[Wo W2] whispers: Well I guess with my main it's more of a reflection of myself, and 
obviously with most people, unless they're $%-"&*!@#$%s, that means going with 
whatever sex you may be. 
[WoW2] whispers: But my alts are more of a laugh. 
[WoW2] whispers: My charecter is completely naked now, by the way. 
[WoW2] whispers: So that's most of the reason it's a female. 
Researcher: ah i see - so, obviously, more attractive then? 
[WoW2] whispers: Yes, and more people dance with naked women in naked men in 
Wo W, but that's more of an upside than a core reason for going with a woman. I 
suppose I'm a little bi online 
Researcher: what do you feel your core reason is for going with a woman? i know you 
have said 'a laugh', but it what sort of way? 
[WoW2] whispers: Well, being a role playing game I guess playing a woman is just 
playing out a little fantasy of what a great girl would be like, however unrealistic they 
turn out :P 
Researcher: great response : ) 
Researcher: do you feel there are any game-play advanatges/disadvatages to playing 
with a female character? 
[Wo W2] whispers: Seeing as there's not really any differences stat wise, I guess the 
only differences would be with other players perceptions of you, but because most of 
the group finding and guild mechanics of the game are played out on text without 
seeing any kind of pi 
[WoW2] whispers: Oops, nm out of space :P 
[WoW2] whispers: Pictures of the charecter untill you're in-group with them that 
doesn't come into it much either. 
Researcher: yeah i understand what you, thats really interesting 
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Researcher: when you play with your male and female avatar, do people react 
differently to both? 
[WoW2] whispers: No, I'm sure that'd come into it more on RP realms, but I've not 
really played them much. 
Researcher: ok, thats great 
Researcher: do you come across many people who 'gender-bend'? 
[WoW2] whispers: I've not run into many gender benders around the place, but a lot 
of my friends play as women occasionally, mainly on alts like me. I've even got a 
female friend who's played a few males, mainly elves because they "Look pretty" :P 
[WoW2] whispers: Although she did play a male taurenjust because of the large 
armour once. 
Researcher: interesting, what do you reckon other people's motivations would be for 
gender-bending? perhaps they're more powerful as a male/female, people react nicer? 
anything like that? 
[WoW2J whispers: Nothing I can think of, apart from just trying out everything a 
game has to offer, like trying out alliance charecters if your main's a horde or if you've 
just got a lot of horde, or trying out healers when you've had a lot of DPSers. 
Researcher: thats excellent, thank you 
Researcher: What is your RL location, Age and how long do you spend playing Wo W 
a day? 
[WoW2] whispers: 27, About an hour or so every other day, although I do take a few 
weeks or months break every now and then. 
whispers: Did you just want my country? 
Researcher: yep 
Researcher: just country 
[WoW2J whispers: England. 
Researcher: what area do you work in? 
[WoW2] whispers: I work in finance 
Researcher: brilliant 
Researcher: thank you so much! 
[WoW2] whispers: No problem man. 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher, who you may contact at any 
stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
[WoW2J whispers: Thanks:) 
[WoW2J whispers: Bye! 
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WoW3 
[WoW3] whispers: hello 
[WoW3] whispers : im atm on female alt:) 
Researcher: hello! 
[WoW3] whispers: hey 
[WoW3] whispers: what help you need? 
Researcher: well, i'm studying cyberpsychology in dublin, ireland 
[WoW3J whispers: cool:) 
Researcher: and doing my thesis on achievement online and gender-bending in online 
gaming 
[WoW3] whispers: so how i can help you dear? 
Researcher: basically i would like to have a chat about your reasons behind choosing 
to be a different gender in game then you are in RL? 
Researcher: are you female in RL and do you have a male character as an alt or main? 
[WoW3] whispers: hehe 
Researcher: it's all very interesting 
[WoW3] whispers: im not a female gay(lesbian ifi wrote good),so i would fall in love 
to male ... not female:) 
[WoW3] whispers: xD 
Researcher: yeah i understand:) 
[Wo W3] whispers: i helped you honey? 
Researcher: do you think that male characters are easy to play? 
Researcher: you are helping me, just a few more questions if thats ok 
[WoW3] whispers: sure hon 
Researcher: why do you play with a male character? 
[WoW3] whispers: it is sooo sexy:) ... big muscles ... xD 
Researcher: :D hehe, when you are fighting in game, is it an advantage to have a male 
character? 
[WoW3] whispers: well...it realy isnt in game ... but they looks stronger:) 
Researcher: yeah i understand 
[WoW3] whispers::) 
Researcher: do people act differently to your male character then they do to your 
female character? 
[WoW3] whispers: well ... yes 
Researcher: in what way? 
[Wo W3] whispers: when i play on my male character im for them 
m8,friend,sometimes idiot. .. xD 
whispers: when i play on this character they call me dear,hon,sweet misslaura ... 
Researcher: yeah understand : ) 
[WoW3] whispers: xD also WoW for lot of people mean they shud work together, 
easier as female to do this people nice to females 
Research: do you find that discouraging for you playing a male avatar? 
[WoW3]: no no, I like the challeneg! 
Researcher: excellent thank you for your answers you have really helped me! 
[WoW3] whispers: hehe 
Researcher: 3 more -
[WoW3J whispers: np hon 
Researcher: your Age and RL location? country only 
[WoW3] whispers: 29 serbia:) 
Researcher: and how many hours do you play online? 
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[WoW3] whispers: 3-10 
Researcher: a day? 
[WoW3] whispers: yep 
Researcher: Thank you for taking part in this research. Everything we have spoken 
about here is totally confidential, and will only be used for research purposes. Your 
responses will not be identifiable, and you may withdraw your consent at any time. 
You have received the contact details of the researcher ( eily.coghlan@gmail.com), 
who you may contact at any stage if you wish to withdraw your participation. 
[WoW3] whispers: take care hon 
Researcher: thank you good bye! 
Researcher: you too 
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